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Transmission lines are important devices since they can transmit large amount of 
power over large distances. In the U.S., the voltage level of transmission line can vary 
from 69 kV up to 765 kV. The rated current can be up to several kA. The total length of 
the transmission line can also vary from several miles to several hundred miles. 
Sometimes a fault may occur inside a transmission line system. Without proper 
responses, the fault could potentially cause major damage (fire, explosion), power system 
stability issues and even a large-scale power outage. To prevent above issues, there are 
mainly two steps that the utilities need to do about this fault. First, the line with fault 
needs to be isolated from the rest of the system as soon as possible (transmission line 
protection). Second, the exact location of the fault needs to be identified to minimize the 
time searching for the fault (transmission line fault locating). 
For the first step, nowadays the transmission lines are protected by numerical relays 
integrated with many legacy protection functions. The main challenges are: (a) the 
coordinations and the settings for the numerical relay functions are very complex, which 
increase the possibility of human error; and (b) for high impedance faults, the existing 
numerical relays would fail to detect them, or these faults will be detected with a 
relatively long delay. For the second step, legacy transmission line fault locating schemes 
are utilized to find the location of the fault. The main challenges are: (a) for fundamental 
frequency phasor based methods, the accuracy is limited due to phasor approximation 
and inaccurate modeling of transmission lines; (b) for traveling wave based methods, 
very high sampling rates are needed to ensure sufficient accuracy. 
xxii 
 
To solve above problems, Dynamic State Estimation (DSE) based algorithm is 
proposed. It utilizes a high-fidelity dynamic model of transmission lines and 
instantaneous measurements (sampled values). The DSE based algorithm is implemented 
in an object-oriented way. The device dynamic model of the component of interest is 
expressed in a standard syntax referred to as State Control and Parameter Algebraic 
Quadratic Companion Form (SCPAQCF). Subsequently, the method utilizes the device 
SCPAQCF object and the model of measurements to generate measurement SCPAQCF 
object. Finally, the computations are directly based on the measurement SCPAQCF 
object. Note that all of above applications, including EBP, EBFL and EBPI, utilize the 
SCPAQCF object. 
Specifically, for protection application (Dynamic State Estimation Based Protection, 
EBP), the main idea is to monitor the consistency between the measurements and the 
dynamic model and quantify this consistency with the probability of goodness of fit (or 
confidence level). The fault is detected by a low confidence level, which indicates 
inconsistency between the measurements and the model. Simulation results prove the 
advantages of the proposed EBP method such as the simplified settings and the ability to 
reliably and quickly detect high impedance faults. 
For fault locating application (Dynamic State Estimation Based Fault Locating, 
EBFL), the main idea is to treat the fault location as a parameter of the dynamic line 
model and estimate the fault location via a DSE algorithm. Simulation results prove the 
advantages of the proposed EBFL method such as improved accuracy of the estimated 
fault location compared to phasor based algorithms and relatively low sampling rate 
compared to traveling wave based methods. 
xxiii 
 
Moreover, to ensure high fidelity models for EBP and EBFL, Dynamic State 
Estimation Based Parameter Identification (EBPI) during normal operating conditions of 
the transmission line is proposed to carefully validate the parameters of the interested 
transmission line. The high-fidelity dynamic model can be established by (a) physically 
measuring the average height of phase conductors and the average distance between 
phase conductors, and (b) estimate the total length of the line as the only parameter.  
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Transmission lines are important components of modern power systems. Sometimes 
a fault may happen inside transmission lines, and there are mainly two necessary steps 
that the utilities should do about this fault. The first step is protection, which isolates the 
fault from the rest of the electrical network as soon as possible, to ensure personnel safety, 
minimize the damage to electric equipment and prevent power system stability issues. 
The second step is fault locating, which identifies the exact location of the fault, to 
minimize the time spend searching for the fault, reduce the overall outage time and 
reduce operating costs. 
To protect classic transmission lines, legacy relaying protection schemes with high 
degree of sophistication have been designed. They trip the line if the calculated results 
enter the relay characteristics. Due to large number of different fault conditions, the relay 
characteristics need to be carefully designed with complex settings to cover all faults that 
may occur inside the line. Nevertheless, the relay characteristic does not precisely depict 
the entire fault zone. Additionally, complex settings and coordination among protection 
functions may cause possible improper actions. As a result, these schemes cannot 
guarantee 100% deopendability and security, especially when they are applied to high 
impedance faults. Moreover, legacy relaying protection schemes would encounter more 
challenges when dealing with complex transmission lines such as series compensated 




To locate faults in two-terminal transmission lines, legacy fault locating techniques 
were introduced and can be mainly classified into two groups: fundamental frequency 
phasor based methods and traveling wave based methods. For the first group, the fault 
locating results may not be accurate for the following reasons: (a) the methods are based 
on fundamental frequency phasors; if the system experiences transients these methods are 
inaccurate; (b) some of the methods utilize a sequence line model which is an 
approximate model; (c) grounding of the line is typically neglected and this can generate 
errors depending on the fault type. For the second group, the disadvantages include: (a) 
traveling waves may not be reliably detected since the intensity of traveling wave highly 
depends on the fault initiation time; (b) the methods require special instrumentation since 
the usual CTs will filter out the high frequency content of traveling waves; (c) the 
accuracy of the fault locator highly depends upon the sampling rate of the measurements. 
Moreover, legacy fault locating schemes would encounter additional challenges when 
dealing with three-terminal lines. For fundamental frequency phasor based methods, the 
basic idea is to transform a three-terminal fault locating problem into a two-terminal fault 
locating problem, which would generate additional errors. For traveling wave based 
methods, the additional reflections and transmissions of the fault initiated waves at the 
tap point make it difficult to determine the arrival time of the wavefronts. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The objective of the proposed research is to (a) develop a reliable scheme to quickly 
protect transmission lines from internal faults, with immunity to external faults; (b) for 




To realize above objectives, a new Dynamic State Estimation (DSE) based algorithm 
is proposed. The algorithm requires a device dynamic model, a model of measurements 
and a dynamic state estimation process. The overall Dynamic State Estimation based 
algorithm is implemented in an object-oriented way. The device dynamic model of the 
component of interest is expressed in a standard syntax referred to as State Control and 
Parameter Algebraic Quadratic Companion Form (SCPAQCF). Afterwards, the method 
utilizes the device SCPAQCF object and the model of measurements to generate 
measurement SCPAQCF object. Finally, the computations are directly based on the 
measurement SCPAQCF object.  
Specifically, for the protection application (Dynamic State Estimation Based 
Protection, EBP), the method finds internal faults by evaluating the consistency between 
the measurements and the dynamic model of the transmission line. The proposed EBP 
scheme has the following advantages: (a) it requires very few settings and no 
coordination with other relays; (b) it can be easily applied to both classic and complex 
transmission lines such as series compensated lines since it utilizes an object-oriented 
algorithm; (c) it can detect internal high impedance faults faster and more reliably than 
legacy schemes. 
For the fault locating application (Dynamic State Estimation Based Fault Locating, 
EBFL), the method estimates fault location as a parameter of the dynamic model of 
transmission line. The proposed EBFL can be applied to both two-terminal and three-
terminal transmission lines. It has the following advantages: (a) it uses a high fidelity 
physically based three phase dynamic model with explicit grounding representation; (b) it 
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utilizes instantaneous values instead of phasors; (c) it only requires relatively low 
sampling rate; (d) it has higher accuracy than legacy fault locating schemes. 
Furthermore, to build high-fidelity dynamic models for EBP and EBFL applications, 
parameters of the components of interests are carefully identified during normal 
operating conditions (Dynamic State Estimation Based Parameter Identification, EBPI). 
These parameters are selected based on the physical structure of the transmission line, 
including the total length of the transmission line, the average distance between phase 
conductors and the average height of phase conductors. The dissertation proves that the 
high-fidelity dynamic model can be established by physically measuring the distance and 
the height parameter on the tower, and estimate the total length of the line as the only 
parameter. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
The outline of the remaining parts of this dissertation is as follows. 
Chapter 2 presents a thorough literature survey on transmission line legacy 
protection schemes and legacy fault locating schemes. For legacy protection schemes, the 
dissertation first describes classic protection schemes for transmission lines and their 
limitations; second, the additional challenges on complex transmission lines such as 
series compensated lines are explained in detail. For legacy fault locating schemes, the 
dissertation first demonstrates the fault locating schemes on two-terminal transmission 
lines, including fundamental frequency phasor based methods, traveling wave based 
methods and their disadvantages; second, the additional challenges on three-terminal 
transmission lines are provided.  
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Chapter 3 presents the proposed DSE based algorithm. The DSE based algorithm is 
introduced in an object-oriented way. First, a standard SCPAQCF syntax is utilized to 
represent the device dynamic model. Note that here the parameters are considered as 
extended states in the DSE procedure. Second, the method utilizes the device SCPAQCF 
object and the model of measurements to generate the measurement SCPAQCF object. 
Finally, different methods of solving the DSE problem are introduced. 
Chapter 4 presents the simulation results of transmission line EBP. A series 
compensated transmission line is utlizied as an example and two different installations of 
relays are considered. The proposed EBP method is compared to legacy protection 
methods such as distance protection and line differential protection. The advantages of 
the proposed EBP method are demonstrated. 
Chapter 5 presents the simulation results of transmission line EBFL. A two-terminal 
transmission line and a three-terminal transmission line are utilized as examples to find 
the location of the fault. For each example, the proposed EBFL method is compared to 
legacy fault locating methods such as fundamental frequency phasor based single-ended 
and dual-ended algorithms. The advantages of the proposed EBFL method are 
demonstrated.  
Chapter 6 presents the simulation results of transmission line EBPI during normal 
operating conditions. Three parameters are selected based on the physical structure of the 
transmission line. Next, 7 combinations of these parameters are considered to 
demonstrate the characteristics of the selected parameters. Afterwards, the characteristics 
of these parameters are further explained via mathematical proofs. Finally, the way of 
building a high-fidelity dynamic model for EBP and EBFL application is concluded. 
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Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the research work and outlines the results and 
contributions of this dissertation. 
There are also four appendices in this dissertation. Appendix A describes the 
SCPQDMs of transmission lines without fault, including classic transmission lines and 
series compensated lines. Appendix B describes the SCPQDMs of transmission lines 
integrated with fault, including two-terminal transmission lines and three-terminal 
transmission lines. Appendix C describes the SCPQDMs of transmission lines with 
parameters during normal operating conditions. Appendix D describes the quadratic 
integration method. Appendix E validates the accuracy of multi-section transmission line 

















































































































































































allow different tripping delays for different magnitudes of phase or sequence currents. 
The main disadvantage is that it cannot identify the direction of the fault and therefore it 
fails to ensure selectivity in the system with bi-directional power flow. To overcome the 
above disadvantages, directional elements are added to the overcurrent relay to form 
directional overcurrent protection [1-2]. It uses three phase currents and voltages at the 
location of the relay. The relays will trip if (a) the overcurrent function is activated and (b) 
the directional element identifies that the current direction is from the bus to the protected 
line. The main disadvantages include: (a) it is sensitive to the change of source 
impedance; (b) it uses same setting for all kinds of faults therefore the protection zone 
will be shortened; (c) it is general impossible to coordinate directional overcurrent relays 
in a network transmission system; (d) it is sensitive to fault impedances. 
(2) Distance protection 
Distance protection method [3-4] uses three phase currents and voltages at the 
location of the relay to calculate the impedance between the fault and the relay. 
Compared with directional overcurrent protection, distance protection (a) immunes to the 
changes of source outputs; (b) uses different calculation methods for different fault types; 
(c) can be used in a network transmission system; and (d) has some tolerance towards 
fault impedances. Three-step (three zones) distance protection is usually adopted. The 
tripping characteristics of zone 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 2.1, where each zone is a 
circle including the origin point (0,0) with the diameter of the selected setting (here for 
zone 1, 2 and 3, the example settings are 80%, 120% and 260% of the positive sequence 
impedance of the protected line). The disadvantages of distance protection include: (a) it 
cannot protect short lines since in this case the relay characteristics is very small; (b) it 
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cannot protect the whole length of the line instantaneously; (c) for high impedance faults, 















Figure 2.1.  Characteristics of distance protection 
(3) Directional comparison pilot protection 
The method [5] uses three-phase voltages and currents at both sides of the line. The 
relay monitors the direction of the current at both terminals and will trip the line if both 
directional elements operate. The directional element is the same as introduced in 
directional overcurrent protection. The disadvantages include: (a) it cannot recognize 
internal faults near terminals where the measured voltages of the faulted phases are near 
zero; (b) it has limited sensitivity towards high impedance faults. 
(4) Pilot distance protection 
The method [6-7] uses three-phase voltages and currents at both sides of the line. 
The relay will trip the line if at least for one terminal the calculated impedance enters 
zone 1 of the corresponding distance relay. The main disadvantage is that it has limited 




(5) Line differential protection 
The method uses three-phase currents at both sides of the line. It is based on the 
assumption that the sum of two-side current phasors of any phase is zero under normal 
operations, and non-zero with internal faults. Usually the alpha-plane line differential 
protection [8] is adopted to test this zero sum. The relay trips only when (a) one of the 
thresholds of phase current or sequence current (negative, zero) is exceeded; (b) the 
phasor ratio exits the restraint region described in Figure 2.2. The main disadvantages of 
line differential protection include: (a) long transmission lines exhibit large capacitance 
and corresponding large capacitive current, which decreases the sensitivity of differential 
protection and makes it difficult to detect high impedance faults [9]; (b) To improve 
sensitivity, use of negative or zero sequence current has been applied as well as 
compensation for line charging current [15, 38]. These methods and settings are based on 
sequence models which are approximate and may result in less sensitivity. 
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II cannot operate during fault F2 and relay II' will mis-operate during fault F1. For similar 
reasons, directional element of directional overcurrent protection at relay II will wrongly 
miss fault F2, because of current inversion caused by the capacitive impedance between 
relay II and F2 [14]; directional element at relay II' will wrongly trip fault F1.  
(2) Dual-ended algorithms would also confront limitations. Directional comparison 
protection scheme will confront similar current inversion problem. For bus-side relay 
installation, internal fault F2 will be neglected since relay I and II have the same direction 
results; for line-side relay installation, external F1 will be wrongly captured since relay I 
and II’ have different direction results. Pilot distance protection scheme cannot fully 
protect the compensated line as well. For bus-side relay installation, the scheme cannot 
trip fault F2, because relay I cannot cover the total length of the line and relay II will ‘see’ 
a capacitive impedance; for line-side relay installation, the scheme will mis-operate 





2.2 Legacy Fault Locating Techniques 
Legacy fault locating techniques can be mainly classified into two groups: 
fundamental frequency phasor based methods and traveling wave based methods. A brief 
survey of the two classes of methods is provided for two-terminal lines with commentary 
on the challenges when applied to three-terminal lines. 
(1) Fundamental frequency phasor based methods 
These methods use voltage and current phasors of fundamental frequency to 
calculate the impedance and afterwards the distance between the fault location and the 
terminals of the line [16-18]. They can be further classified into single-ended and dual-
ended algorithms. (a) Single-ended algorithms calculate the location of the fault from 
voltage and current phasors at one end. The main advantage is that it does not require 
communication channels from the remote end. The accuracy of these methods largely 
depends on the fault type and fault impedance, as well as the line model accuracy, 
presence of mutually coupled circuits, and grounding parameters of the line [19-20]. (b) 
Dual-ended algorithms use voltage and current phasors at both ends of the line. They can 
be further subdivided into methods that use GPS synchronized measurements or non-
synchronized measurements. These methods are in general more accurate than single 
ended methods as the influence of fault impedance and mutually coupled circuits is 
mitigated. [21-22]. There is a variety of algorithms depending on the available data, for 
example, dual-ended voltages only,  dual-ended voltages and single-ended currents, dual-
ended voltages and currents [23-25]. The main disadvantages of fundamental frequency 
phasor based single-ended or dual-ended methods are: (a) the algorithms are based on 
fundamental frequency phasors, so fault locating results may not be accurate if the system 
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is experiencing transients; (b) some of these methods utilize a sequence line model 
(positive, negative and zero sequence) which is an approximate model and therefore 
increases the fault locating error; (c) the grounding of the line is typically neglected and 
this can potentially generate larger errors depending on the fault type. 
(2) Traveling wave based methods 
When a fault initiates in a transmission line, high frequency traveling waves are 
generated and propagate away towards both terminals of the line approximately with the 
speed of light. At each discontinuity, for example a bus with multiple lines, the fault, etc., 
they reflect and transmit generating more traveling waves. Traveling wave based methods 
[26-27, 57] monitor the traveling time of these waves to determine the fault location. 
They can be classified into two groups: single-ended algorithms and dual-ended 
algorithms. (a) Single-ended algorithms use subsequent time signals at one terminal to 
identify the fault location, including Type A, C, E and F fault locator [28-30]. Type A 
measures the time difference between the arrival of the first wave front and its reflection; 
Type C injects a high frequency impulse from one terminal and measures the time 
difference between the arrival of the reflection and the injection; Type E and F are quite 
similar with Type C expect that the injected impulses are generated by closing/opening 
the circuit breaker at one terminal. (b) Dual-ended algorithms use the time differences 
between the arrival of first wave front at both terminals to identify fault location, 
including Type B and D fault locator [29, 31-32]. Type B measures the time differences 
by sending stop signals from one end to another; Type D is quite similar with Type B 
except using synchronized time tagging to increase accuracy. Because the traveling 
waves are modulated by the frequency dependent characteristics of the line, digital signal 
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processing is required to identify the actual arrival time of the wave. Different methods 
are applied for this, including Wavelet Transformation (WT) [33-34]. Traveling wave 
based methods have the following disadvantages. (a) The intensity of traveling waves is 
greatly influenced by the fault initiation time relative to the power frequency cycle. This 
generates the issue of detection reliability of the traveling waves. (b) They require special 
instrumentation since the usual CTs will filter out the high frequency content of the 
traveling waves. Related to this issue is the need to sample at very high rates. (c) The 
accuracy of the fault locator is also dependent upon the sampling rate of the 
measurements [35]. For example, a system with a 100 kilo-samples per second (ks/s) 
sampling rate could cause up to 0.93 miles systematic error with Type D fault locator. 
(3) Additional challenges for three-terminal lines 
Further, researchers have been studying fault locating methods for three-terminal 
lines. The methods can also be categorized into fundamental frequency phasor based 
methods and traveling wave based methods. (a) Fundamental frequency phasor based 
methods. One method transforms the three-terminal line into a two-terminal equivalent 
line, and then directly applies standard two-terminal line fault locating algorithms [39-40]. 
The method first determines the faulted branch by estimating the voltage phasor at the tap 
point from terminal voltage and current phasors; the faulted branch is the one providing a 
different estimated tap voltage from the other two branches. Next, the three-terminal line 
is transformed into a two-terminal line with measured voltage and current phasor at one 
terminal and the calculated voltage and current phasors at the tap point. Finally, usual 
two-terminal methods (single-ended, dual-ended) are applied to estimate the location of 
the fault. These methods can be further categorized according to data synchronization and 
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availability, including three-ended GPS synchronized data [41], non-synchronized 
terminal voltages and currents [42], dual-ended synchronized measurements [43], three-
ended synchronized currents and one-terminal voltages [44], etc. The fault location error 
of these methods is in general larger than that of two-terminal lines. (b) Traveling wave 
based methods. They also first determine the faulted branch: the intensity of the 
traveling wave obtained at the terminal of the faulted branch will be significantly higher 
than those obtained at the terminals of the non-faulted branches [34]. Next, the fault 
location is computed by either single-ended or three-ended algorithms, with principles 
similar to two-terminal lines. It is noted that algorithmic challenges are generated by the 
additional reflections and transmissions of the fault initiated waves at the tap point, 




CHAPTER 3 Proposed Research 
In this chapter, the principles of the proposed Dynamic State Estimation (DSE) 
based methods are addressed. The DSE requires a device dynamic model, a model of 
measurements and a dynamic state estimation process. The overall DSE is implemented 
in an object-oriented way. The object orientation starts with an object that represents the 
device dynamic model of the component of interest. The object has a specific syntax 
referred to as State Control and Parameter Algebraic Quadratic Companion Form 
(SCPAQCF). Afterwards, the method utilizes the device SCPAQCF object and the model 
of measurements to generate the measurement SCPAQCF object. Finally, the 
computations are directly based on the measurement SCPAQCF object. Note that this 
algorithm with the standard syntax can be used in both transmission line protection 
(Dynamic State Estimation Base Protection, EBP) and fault locating (Dynamic State 
Estimation Base Fault Locating, EBFL). However, the matrices corresponding to the 
dynamic model would be different for different applications. 
This chapter is arranged as follows. Section 3.1 provides the methods to generate the 
dynamic models in SCPAQCF standard syntax; section 3.2 describes the overall DSE 
procedure. 
3.1 Dynamic Model with SCPAQCF syntax 
The object orientation starts with an object that represents the device dynamic model 
of the transmission line of interest. The object has a specific syntax. In general, the object 
of the device dynamic model is developed by first expressing the mathematical 
description of the component as a set of algebraic and differential equations in terms of 
the states (x), the controls (u) and the parameters (p) of the component. Subsequently we 
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convert these equations into a set of algebraic and first order differential equations with 
nonlinearities not greater than two. In general, this is achieved by introducing additional 
variables. We refer to this as the quadratization procedure. If the model is linear or 
quadratic, the quadratization procedure is not needed. Afterwards, the equations are cast 
into a specific syntax, which has been named State, Control and Parameter Quadratic 
Dynamic Model (SCPQDM). The syntax is: 
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
eqx equ eqp eqxd eqc
eqx equ eqp eqxd eqc
T i T i
eqx equ eqp eqxx equu
d tt t t t
dt
d tt t t
dt
t t t t t t t
t
= + + + +
= + + + +
   
   
= + + + +   
   





xi Y x Y u Y p D C
x0 Y x Y u Y p D C
0 Y x Y u Y p x F x u F u
p 3 3 3 3 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T i T i T i T i
eqpp equx eqpx equp eqct t t t t t t
       
       
+ + + +       
       
       
  
   
F p u F x p F x u F p C
 (3.1) 
where ( )tx , ( )tu , ( )tp  represent the state, control, parameter vectors of the 
component, respectively; terminal currents are represented by ( )ti , and terminal voltages 
are usually included in ( )tx . Additionally, the first equation may correspond to actual 
measurements ( )ti ; the second and third equations correspond to internal constraints that 
describe the relationship among states, controls and parameters of the component. 
Sometimes the component of interest consists of several parts. We need to combine 
them together to form an overall device SCPQDM. Next, the way to combine 
interconnected models will be introduced. Figure 3.1 depicts an example of combining 
three components which share the same node (marked as red). Besides including the 
original device SCPQDMs of three components, two additional steps are necessary: (a) 
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substitute the voltage states at the common node ( (2) (1) (1)1 2 3,  ,  v v v ) with one state (e.g. 
(2)
1v ) in all equations; (b) substitute all equations corresponding to terminal current at the 
common node ( (2) (1) (1)1 2 3,  ,  i i i ) with one internal constraint equation (
(2) (1) (1)
1 2 30 i i i= + + ), 
i.e. apply KCL. After these steps, the combined component still has the same device 
SCPQDM format of as shown in equation (3.1). The detailed device SCPQDMs of line 
protection, fault locating and parameter identification during normal operating conditions 
are provided in Appendix A, B and C, respectively. Note that a multi-section time-
domain transmission line model is adopted for all transmission line applications. This 
model is a close approximation of the fully distributed transmission line model with 
explicit grounding representation [46], as shown in Appendix E. The multi-section model 





















Figure 3.1.  Combination of interconnected components 
 
In order to numerically solve the unknown variables of the system, the device 
SCPQDM equations are integrated using the quadratic integration method [36]. Details of 
quadratic integration method are derived in Appendix D. The integration converts the 
model into a set of algebraic quadratic equations in terms of the state, control and 
parameter variables. We refer to this model as the device State, Control and Parameter 
Algebraic Quadratic Companion Form (SCPAQCF) model. Also, since the parameter 
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variables are constants, additional equations that describe this property also need to be 
added into the device SCPAQCF model as shown in equation (3.2) (same parameters 
inside each time step) and (3.3) (same parameters between two consecutive time steps). 
( ) ( )mt t= −0 p p      (3.2) 
( ) ( 2 )t t t= − − Δ0 p p          (3.3) 
After above procedure, the device SCPAQCF model has the format shown in 
equation (3.4) where all the matrices can be expressed by the matrices defined in device 
SCPQDM.  
( )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
T i
eqx m equ m eqp m m eqxx m
m
T i T i T i
m equu m m eqpp m m equx m
t
t t t t t t t t t t
t
t t t t t t t t t t t t
 
 
   
   
= + + +   




     
    
+ + +     
    












u F u p F p u F x




   
   
+ + − − Δ   
   
   
 
 
p F x u F p b
(3.4) 
( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 )eqx equ eqp eq eqt t t t t t t t t t− Δ = − ⋅ − Δ − ⋅ − Δ − ⋅ − Δ − ⋅ − Δ −b N x N u N p M i K  
Afterwards, from the device SCPAQCF object and the model of measurements, we 
express all the measurements as algebraic quadratic expressions of state, control and 
parameter variables. We refer to this as the measurement SCPAQCF object. The 
measurement SCPAQCF object has the following format: 
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, , , ,
, , ,
( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ), ( , ))
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
m m m m
T i
m x m m u m m p m m m xx m
T i T i T i
m m uu m m m pp m m m ux m
t t h t t t t t t
t t t t t t t t t t




= + + +  
 
 
    
    
+ + +    
   





z x u p
Y x Y u Y p x F x
u F u p F p u F x






   
   
+ + − −   
   
   
 
 
p F x u F p b
(3.5) 
, , ,( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 )z m x m u m p m mt t t t t t t t t t− Δ = − ⋅ − Δ − ⋅ − Δ − ⋅ − Δ − ⋅ − Δ −b N x N u N p M i K  
Here the measurements ( , )mt tz  can be categorized into the following three types: 
actual measurements, pseudo measurements and virtual measurements. (a) Actual 
measurements are measured by actual meters such as terminal three-phase voltages and 
currents, with standard deviation determined by installed meters; (b) pseudo 
measurements are introduced to ensure observability of the system without actual meter 
installation, such as terminal neutral voltages. These measurements are often chosen as 
the best guess (eg. zeros for neutral voltages) with large standard deviations; (c) virtual 
measurements correspond to internal constraints of the system such as zero sum of 




3.2 Dynamic State Estimation Algorithm 
In this section, we will introduce the standard procedure of Dynamic State 
Estimation (DSE) [51-56] to solve for the best estimate of states and parameters 
[ ]( , ) ( , ), ( , ) Tm m mt t t t t t=xp x p  from the measurements ( , )mt tz  and the SCPAQCF model 
described in equation (3.5). Note that the control variables ( , )mt tu  in equation (3.5) are 
typically constants during the DSE algorithm and are treated as such. The flow chart of 
the DSE with parameters is provided in Figure 3.2. For some cases the value of 
parameters will influence the SCPAQCF model, so the model may need to be updated 
every DSE time step. An example is the application on fault locating where the fault 





Figure 3.2.  Flow chart of standard procedure of Dynamic State Estimation 
 
Additionally, the effectiveness of the estimated ˆ( , )mt txp  is validated by the 
confidence level ( )confP t  from the chi-square test [37]. A high confidence level (near 
100%) means the estimated results are trustworthy, i.e. the measurements fit the model 
quite well. The confidence level ( )confP t  can be calculated by, 
( ) ( )2( ) ( ) 1 ( ),confP t P t P t mχ ζ ζ= ≥ = −           (3.6) 
( ) ( )ˆ ˆ( ) ( ( , )) ( , ) ( ( , )) ( , )Tm m m mt h t t t t h t t t tζ = − −xp z W xp z        (3.7) 
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where ( )( ),P t mζ  is the probability of 2χ  distribution given 2 ( )tχ ζ≤  with degree 
of freedom m , { }2 21 2diag 1/ ,1/ ,σ σ=W   where iσ  is the measurement error standard 
deviation, and ˆ( ( , ))mh t txp  is defined as in equation (3.5) with control variables 
substituted. 
The results of the chi-square test will be used differently for different applications. 
For the application of protection (EBP), the confidence level is used for trip decision, 
since a low confidence level implies inconsistency between measurements and model and 
therefore a fault. To dependably and securely protect the component, we use the 
following integral equation to decide the trip signal: 
1,  if (t)  
(t)









       (3.8) 




TripValue P t dt
τ−Δ
= −         (3.9) 
where setτΔ  and setK  are the settings of the EBP relay. Usually they are chosen as 
20 cycles  and 0.5 cycles , respectively. 
For the application of fault locating (EBFL), the confidence level is used for 
verifying the effectiveness of estimated fault location. A high confidence level indicates a 
trustworthy fault location result. 
There are different ways to solve the best estimated states and parameters. The 
algorithm differs according to how to handle the virtual measurements, past history 
( 2 )z t t− Δb  and DSE time step h . Details are provided as follows. 




This method treats virtual measurements the same as all other measurements but it 
assigns a small standard deviation for the measurement error. The unconstraint 
optimization problem is: 
( ) ( ) ( ( , )) ( , ) ( ( , )) ( , )Tm m m mMin J h t t t t h t t t t= − −xp z W xp z         (3.10) 
The best estimated solution ˆ( , )mt txp  is provided by the following iterative algorithm 
until convergence: 
1 1( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ( ( , ) ) ( , ))T Tm m m mt t t t h t t t t
ν ν ν+ −= − −xp xp H WH H W xp z  (3.11) 
where the Jacobian matrix ( ( , )) / ( , )m mh t t t t= ∂ ∂H xp xp  
Constraint Optimization 
This method treats virtual measurements as equality constraints. Note that for virtual 
measurements corresponding to parameters (as shown in equation (3.2) and (3.3)), the 
parameters ( , )mt tp  would stuck at initial values if these virtual measurements are also 
treated as equality constraints. In order to proceed the DSE process, here equation (3.2) 
and (3.3) are treated as measurements with small standard deviation (similar as 
unconstraint method), to make the parameters gradually converge to actual values. The 
constraint optimization problem is: 
( ) ( ) ( ( , )) ( , ) ( ( , )) ( , )
 :                      ( ( , ))
T
c m c m c c m c m
c m
Min J h t t t t h t t t t
Subject To g t t
= − −
=
xp z W xp z
0 xp
            (3.12) 
where ( ( , ))c mg t txp  corresponds to the expression of equality constraints inside 
equation (3.5); ( ( , ))c mh t txp , ( ( , ))c mt tz x  and cW  are similar as ( ( , ))mh t txp , ( ( , ))mt tz x  
and W  but without the entries corresponding to equality constraints. 
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The best estimated solution ˆ( , )mt txp  is provided by the method of Lagrangian 
multipliers given with the following iterative algorithm until convergence: 
( )11
1
( ( , ) ) ( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( ( , ) )
T v T vv v T T
c c c m c m c mm m c c c c
v v v
m m c c m
h t t t t t tt t t t
t t t t g t t
−+
+
 − +     
= −       
        
H W xp z G λxp xp H WH G
λ λ G 0 xp
 (3.13) 
where the Jacobian matrices ( ( , )) / ( , )c c m mh t t t t= ∂ ∂H xp xp , 
( ( , )) / ( , )c c m mg t t t t= ∂ ∂G xp xp , and ( , )mt tλ  is the Lagrangian multiplier. 
(b) Past history 
Estimated values 
This method uses estimated values from the previous DSE time step for ( 2 )t t− Δx , 
( 2 )t t− Δi , ( 2 )t t− Δu , and ( 2 )t t− Δp in the calculation of past history vector ( 2 )z t t− Δb . 
Measured values 
This method uses measured values for ( 2 )t t− Δx , ( 2 )t t− Δi , ( 2 )t t− Δu , and 
( 2 )t t− Δp  in the calculation of past history vector ( 2 )z t t− Δb , if the corresponding 
actual measurement exist. Estimated values are used for all other variables that do not 
have corresponding actual measurements. 
(c) DSE time step h  
Two Sampling Intervals 
This method performs DSE every two sampling intervals ( 2h t= Δ ), as shown in 
Figure 3.3. For example, DSE at time kt  provides past history information for DSE at 
time 2kt t+ Δ . 
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     











Figure 3.3.  DSE procedure with time step 2h t= Δ  
 
One Sampling Interval 
This method performs DSE per sampling interval ( h t= Δ ), as shown in Figure 3.4. 
For example, DSE at time kt  provide past history information for DSE at time kt t+ Δ . 
     









Figure 3.4.  DSE procedure with time step h t= Δ   
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CHAPTER 4 Numerical Experiments of Transmission Line 
EBP 
This chapter describes the application on transmission line protection (Dynamic 
State Estimation Based Protection, EBP). A series compensated transmission line is 
chosen as an example to compare the performance of the proposed EBP with typical 
legacy protection schemes [49]. Section 4.1 provides the example test system; section 4.2 
describes all relays and their settings; section 4.3 shows event studies in which the 
performances of EBP and legacy protection schemes are evaluated; section 4.4 concludes 
the proposed EBP scheme. 
4.1 Example Test System 
In this research, we compare the performance of the proposed EBP with typical 
legacy protection schemes for a series compensated power line. The compensation is 
located at one terminal of the line. We consider two possible installations of the relay: 
bus-side installation and line-side installation. Figure 4.1 illustrates the power line and the 
two possible locations of the measurements; the rest of the network is not shown. The 
line ratings are: 500kV, 83-mile long, 4330 MVA. The series capacitors are 0.148 mF 
representing a 42.4% compensation. 
The source impedance is shown in Table 4.1. The tower structure is provided in 
Figure 4.2. The tower footing resistance is 25 ohms and the ground impedance of the 
substations at the two ends of the line is one ohm. The R, L and C matrices of the 
transmission line are provided in Table 4.2. The sequence parameters are shown in Table 
4.3. The sampling rate is 4800 samples/second. The dynamic state estimation for each 
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time step executes in a fraction of the time between two consecutive samples of 
streaming data, 416 μs. The typical execution time for this system is 120 μs on a high end 
personal computer. 
 
Figure 4.1.  Numerical example test system for EBP: series compensated line, 
with bus side relay installation and line side relay installation 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  Tower structure of the transmission line 
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Table 4.1.  Source impedances 
Parameter Value 
Positive sequence impedance  13.59 86.99  ∠ ° Ω  
Negative sequence impedance 12.88 86.82  ∠ ° Ω  
Zero sequence impedance 5.76 82.88  ∠ ° Ω  
 
Table 4.2.  R, L and C matrices of the line 
Parameter matrices Value 
Series resistance (per mile) 
0.104 0.089 0.089 0.088 0.088
0.089 0.104 0.089 0.088 0.088
 /0.089 0.089 0.104 0.088 0.088
0.088 0.088 0.088 2.357 0.087










Series inductance (per mile) 2.79 1.48 1.26 1.47 1.26
1.48 2.89 1.48 1.41 1.41
 /1.26 1.48 2.79 1.26 1.47
1.47 1.41 1.26 5.55 1.36










Shunt capacitance (per mile) 9.01 2.11 0.75 1.33 0.50
2.11 9.55 2.11 0.94 0.94
 /0.75 2.11 9.01 0.50 1.33
1.33 0.94 0.50 5.52 0.58
0.50 0.94 1.33 0.58 5.52
nF mile
− − − − 
 − − − − 
− − − − 
 − − − −
 
− − − −  
Shunt conductance (per mile) 5 5  /mho mile×0  
 
Table 4.3.  Sequence parameters of the line 
Parameter Value 
Positive (Negative) sequence series impedance ( 1Z )  42.53 88.34  ∠ ° Ω  
Zero sequence series impedance ( 0Z ) 142.71 74.56  ∠ ° Ω  
Positive (Negative) sequence shunt susceptance ( 1Y )  0.341 90.0  m∠ ° Ω  
Zero sequence shunt susceptance ( 0Y ) 0.186 90.0  m∠ ° Ω  
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4.2 Settings of Relays 
We assumed the line is protected with only two legacy protection functions: (a) 
distance protection (at side A1), and (b) line differential protection (alpha plane). The 
settings of the legacy protection functions as well as EBP are provided corresponding to 
two possible locations of the relay. 
 
(a) Bus-side relay installation, distance protection settings 
The distance relay settings are summarized in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4.  Distance relay settings (bus side) 
Function Settings 
Line and Ground Distance, Zone 1 
19.72 87.13  ∠ ° Ω , 0.015s delay, compensation factor 
2.39 -19.48  k = ∠ ° Ω  
Line and Ground Distance, Zone 2 
30.80 87.13  ∠ ° Ω , 0.15s delay, compensation factor 
2.39 -19.48  k = ∠ ° Ω  
Line and Ground Distance, Zone 3 
64.08 87.13  ∠ ° Ω , 0.5s delay, compensation factor 
2.39 -19.48  k = ∠ ° Ω  
 
(b) Bus-side relay installation, line differential protection (alpha plane) [14] 
settings 
Here the zero sequence current differential protection scheme with capacitive 
charging current compensation is used. The restraint region is between 1/6 to 6, with total 
angular extent 195°. The relay trip logic is activated when at least one of the following 
thresholds is exceeded (a) phase current 6 kA, (b) 3I0 (zero-sequence) current 500 A, (c) 
3I2 (negative-sequence) current 500 A. The relay will trip when the trip logic is activated 
and the ratio falls outside the restraint region, with a delay of 0.015s. 
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(c) Bus-side relay installation, EBP settings 
For consistency, the intentional delay for the EBP relay is also selected as 
0.015delay sτ =  and the reset time is 0.03 reset sτ = . 
(d) Line-side relay installation, distance protection settings 
The distance relay settings are shown in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5  Distance relay settings (line side) 
Function Settings 
Line and Ground Distance, Zone 1 
34.02 88.34  ∠ ° Ω , 0.015s delay, compensation factor 
2.39 -19.48  k = ∠ ° Ω  
Line and Ground Distance, Zone 2 
53.16 88.34  ∠ ° Ω , 0.15s delay, compensation factor 
2.39 -19.48  k = ∠ ° Ω  
Line and Ground Distance, Zone 3 
110.58 88.34  ∠ ° Ω , 0.5s delay, compensation factor 
2.39 -19.48  k = ∠ ° Ω  
 
(e) Line-side relay installation, line differential protection settings 
The settings of the line-side line differential relay are exactly the same as the bus-
side line differential relay. 
(f) Line-side relay installation, EBP settings 
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the tripping characteristics during the fault due to the capacitive reactance of SCs. 
Therefore, the distance relay fails to detect this fault. 


























Figure 4.4.  Trace of impedance during a phase A to ground internal fault near SCs, 
bus-side relay installation 
 
Line differential protection relay: the phasor ratio trace of zero sequence current, 
superimposed on the relay characteristic, is shown in Figure 4.5. Along the trace, the 
character ‘o’ means the thresholds are not exceeded while the character ‘x’ means the 
thresholds are exceeded. Prior to the fault, the ratio is near the ideal point (-1,0), and none 
of the thresholds are exceeded (with the character ‘o’). During the fault, the thresholds 
are gradually exceeded (transition ‘o’ to ‘x’) with the ratio already in the trip zone. The 
transition (detection) occurs at 0.504 s. The line differential relay trips the line at 0.504 + 
0.015 s = 0.519 s. 
EBP relay: The results are depicted in Figure 4.6. The first two sets of traces show 
the residuals and normalized residuals of three-phase currents of side A2. The confidence 
level and the trip signal are given in the next two traces. The confidence level drops to 




Summary: For event 1 and bus-side relay installation, the distance relay fails to 
detect the fault; the line differential relay detects the fault at 0.504 s and trips the line at 
0.519 s; the EBP relay detects the fault at 0.5002 s and trips the line at 0.5152 s. 




























Figure 4.5.  Trace of the ratios during a phase A to ground internal fault near SCs, 
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(b) Performance of Line-side relay installation 
Distance protection relay: the trace of impedance “seen” by the relay, 
superimposed on its characteristic, is shown in Figure 4.7. It can be observed that the 
impedance enters zone 1 of the tripping characteristics during the fault. Thus, the distance 
relay trips the line at 0.509 + 0.015 s=0.524 s. 



























Figure 4.7.  Trace of impedance during a phase A to ground internal fault near SCs, 
line-side relay installation 
 
Line differential protection relay: the performance is the same as in Figure 4.5. 
The relay detects the fault at 0.504 s and trips the line at 0.519 s. 
EBP relay: The results are depicted in Figure 4.8. The detection of the fault happens 
at 0.5002 s and the relay trips the line at 0.5152 s. 
Summary: For event 1 and line-side relay installation, the distance relay correctly 
detects the fault at 0.509 s and trips the line at 0.524 s; the line differential relay correctly 
detects the fault at 0.504 s and trips the line at 0.519 s; the EBP relay detects the fault at 
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exceeded (with the character ‘o’). During the fault, the ratio remains in the restraint 
region, with some thresholds exceeded (with the character ‘x’). Thus, line differential 
relay correctly ignores this external fault. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Current and voltage results of a phase A to ground external fault at bus 
A1 































Figure 4.10.  Trace of impedance during a phase A to ground external fault at bus 
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Figure 4.11.  Trace of the ratios during a phase A to ground external fault at bus A1, 
bus-side relay installation 
 
EBP relay: The results are depicted in Figure 4.12. The confidence level stays at 
100% except some transients for a short period (around 1.5 ms). The trip signal remains 
at zero. Thus, the EBP relay correctly ignores this external fault. 
Summary: For event 2 and bus-side relay installation, legacy protection relays and 




















0.450 s 0.550 s  
Figure 4.12.  EBP results of a phase A to ground external fault at bus A1, bus-side 
relay installation 
 
(b) Performance of Line-side Relay Installation 
Distance protection relay: the impedance “seen” by the relay, superimposed on its 
characteristic, is shown in Figure 4.13. The impedance enters zone 1 of the characteristic. 
Thus, the distance relay will wrongly trip the line at 0.519 + 0.015 s = 0.534 s. 
Line differential protection relay: the performance is the same as in Figure 4.11. 
The relay will correctly ignore this external fault. 
EBP relay: The results are depicted in Figure 4.14. The confidence level stays at 
100% except some transients for a short period (around 1.5 ms). Thus, the EBP relay 
correctly ignores this external fault. 
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Summary: For event 2 and line-side relay installation, distance protection 
incorrectly trips the line at 0.534 s, while line differential and the EBP relay correctly 
ignore the external fault. 




























Figure 4.13.  Trace of impedance during a phase A to ground internal fault near 
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During the fault, the ratio exits the restraint region at 0.504 s and the threshold asserts 
(character ‘x’) at 0.520 s. The line is tripped at 0.520 + 0.015 s = 0.535 s. 

























Figure 4.16.  Trace of impedance during a phase A to ground high impedance 
internal fault, bus-side relay installation 




























Figure 4.17.  Trace of ratio during a phase A to ground high impedance internal 
fault, bus-side relay installation 
EBP relay: The results are depicted in Figure 4.18. The confidence level drops to 
near zero 0.2 ms after the fault initiation. The trip command is issued at 0.5154 s. 
Summary: For event 3 and bus-side relay installation, distance relay fails to detect 





















0.450 s 0.550 s  
Figure 4.18.  EBP results of a phase A to ground high impedance internal fault, bus-
side relay installation 
 
(b) Performance of Line-side Relay Installation 
Distance protection relay: the impedance “seen” by the relay, superimposed on its 
characteristic, is shown in Figure 4.19. The impedance stays outside the tripping 
characteristic. Thus, the distance relay fails to detect this fault.  
Line differential protection relay: the performance is the same as in Figure 4.17. 
The relay issues a trip at time 0.535 s. 
EBP relay: The results are depicted in Figure 4.20. The EBP relay detects the fault 
at 0.5002 s and issues a trip at 0.5153 s. 
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Figure 4.19.  Trace of impedance during a phase A to ground high impedance 






















0.450 s 0.550 s  
Figure 4.20.  EBP results of a phase A to ground high impedance internal fault, line-
side relay installation 
 
Summary: For event 3 and line-side relay installation, distance protection relay 
fails detect the fault; line differential relay detects the fault at 0.520 s and issues a trip at 




4.4 Summary of Proposed EBP Scheme 
In this chapter the EBP method is compared to legacy protection functions for a 
series compensated transmission line. The proposed EBP scheme has the following 
advantages: (a) it simplifies the settings of the protection and does not need coordination 
with other protection functions; (b) it detects faults faster than legacy protection schemes 
(within sub-millisecond); (c) it is immune to current inversion due to SCs; and (d) it 




CHAPTER 5 Numerical Experiments of Transmission Line 
EBFL 
This chapter describes the application on transmission line fault locating (Dynamic 
State Estimation Based Fault Locating, EBFL).  
We compare the performance of the proposed EBFL with legacy fault locating 
schemes using two example test systems: a two-terminal transmission line system and a 
three-terminal transmission line system. Section 5.1 provides a two-terminal transmission 
line example test system; section 5.2 describes legacy fault locating schemes of two-
terminal transmission lines; section 5.3 shows event studies of two-terminal transmission 
lines; section 5.4 provides a three-terminal transmission line example test system; section 
5.5 describes legacy fault locating schemes of three-terminal transmission lines; section 
5.6 shows event studies of three-terminal transmission lines; section 5.7 concludes the 
proposed EBFL scheme. 
 
5.1 Two-terminal Transmission Line Example Test System 
The two-terminal line example test system is partially illustrated in Figure 5.1. The 
full network used for the simulations is not shown. The line of interest (A1-A2) is a 
500kV, 135.22 mile-long, 4330 MVA transmission line. Three phase voltage and current 
measurements are installed at both terminals of the transmission line. The sequence 
parameters of the transmission line are shown in Table 5.1. The tower structure and R, L 
and C matrices of the transmission line are the same as those in Chapter 4 (in Figure 4.2 
and Table 4.2). A number of events have been simulated and the results have been stored 
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in COMTRADE files, with standard 4800 samples/second according to IEC 61850-9-
2LE standard. 
 
Figure 5.1.  500kV, two-terminal line example test system 
 
Table 5.1.  Sequence parameters of the line 
Parameter Value 
Positive (Negative) sequence impedance ( 1LZ ) 68.75 88.16∠ °Ω  
Zero sequence impedance ( 0 LZ ) 230.65 74.69∠ °Ω  
 
5.2 Legacy Fault Locating Schemes of Two-terminal Transmission 
Lines 
We assumed that legacy fundamental frequency phasor based single-ended and dual-
ended fault locating schemes are applied to this line to estimate the fault distance m from 
side A1. Note we do not consider traveling wave based methods because the sampling 
rate is too low for estimating the fault location with reasonable accuracy. The two legacy 
methods for comparison are as follows:  










(b) Dual-ended fundamental frequency phasor based method, 
( )
( )( )
A1 A2 1L A2
1L A1 A2







where 1LZ  is the positive (negative) sequence impedance of the line; the values of AiV  and 
AiI  (i = 1, 2 for side A1 and side A2 respectively) are chosen according to different type 
of faults, as shown in the following table. 
Table 5.2.  Values of VAi and IAi for different fault types 
Fault Type VAi IAi 
a-n VAi,a IAi,a + k0IAi,0 
b-n VAi,b IAi,b + k0IAi,0 
c-n VAi,c IAi,c + k0IAi,0 
a-b, a-b-n VAi,a - VAi,b IAi,a - IAi,b 
b-c, b-c-n VAi,b - VAi,c IAi,b - IAi,c 
a-c, a-c-n VAi,a - VAi,c IAi,a - IAi,c 
a-b-c, a-b-c-n VAi,a IAi,a 
 
where for side Ai  ( 1, 2i = ) Ai,aV , Ai,bV , Ai,cV , Ai,aI , Ai,bI  and Ai,cI  are voltage and current 
phasors of each phase, Ai,0 Ai,a Ai,b Ai,c( ) / 3I I I I= + +  is the zero sequence current; 
( )0 0L 1L 1L= /k Z Z Z−  is the zero sequence compensation factor; and 0LZ  is the zero 
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Figure 5.4 shows the fault locating results of the proposed EBFL method. The fault 
is computed to be at 50.0461 miles from bus A1. Note that the average error is 0.0461 
miles, which is much smaller compared to legacy methods (1.2722 miles for legacy 
single-ended method and 0.3053 miles for legacy dual-ended method). Figure 5.5 
demonstrates the chi-square test results of the DSE process. A 100% confidence level 
proves that all the states and parameters of the system are consistent with the model, and 
the fault locating results are trustworthy. Figure 5.6 provides the standard deviation of the 
calculated fault location (0.0878 miles), which proves the stability of the method. From 
these figures, we can see that for this fault the proposed EBFL method is more accurate 
than both legacy methods. 
























Figure 5.4.  Fault locating results, EBFL method, bolt phase A to neutral fault, 50 
miles from bus A1 
 













Time after faults(s)  
Figure 5.5.  Chi-square test results, EBFL method, bolt phase A to neutral fault, 50 




To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed EBFL method, bolt phase A to 
neutral faults at different fault locations are tested. Table 5.3 and Figure 5.7 provide the 
fault locating error of legacy single-ended method, legacy dual-ended method and the 
proposed EBFL method. It is noted that the EBFL method is more accurate than both 
legacy methods. 





Time after faults(s)  
Figure 5.6.  Standard deviation of fault location, EBFL method, bolt phase A to 
neutral fault, 50 miles from bus A1 
 






















Figure 5.7.  Fault locating results comparison, bolt phase A to neutral faults, 
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Figure 5.8.  Fault locating results comparison, impedance phase A to neutral faults, 
10 ohm fault impedance, variable fault location 
 
Table 5.4.  Fault locating error of impedance phase A to N faults (in miles) 
Fault Location Single-Ended Dual-Ended EBFL 
1 1.8609 -0.5535 0.1386 
10 2.0251 -0.6785 0.1169 
20 2.446 -0.658 0.0155 
30 2.9106 -0.5855 0.0323 
40 3.4327 -0.4726 0.0386 
50 4.0315 -0.3307 0.0247 
60 4.7295 -0.1713 0.0008 
70 5.5571 -0.0575 -0.0271 
80 6.5625 0.1551 -0.0382 
90 7.8119 0.3 -0.0372 
100 9.4179 0.4178 -0.0181 
110 11.5729 0.4975 0.0215 
120 14.5393 0.5277 0.0185 
130 16.6275 0.4962 -0.0783 
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Table 5.6.  Fault locating error of impedance phase A to B faults (in miles) 
Fault Location Single-Ended Dual-Ended EBFL 
1 -0.5576 0.5316 0.1858 
10 -0.9825 0.5262 0.247 
20 -1.4551 0.5687 0.2771 
30 -1.9307 0.6454 0.2706 
40 -2.4154 0.7432 0.2365 
50 -2.9212 0.8487 0.1846 
60 -3.4697 0.9492 0.1241 
70 -4.0982 1.0309 0.0617 
80 -4.8709 1.0815 0.0316 
90 -5.9041 1.0882 -0.0454 
100 -7.4213 1.0384 -0.0985 
110 -9.8947 0.9206 -0.0995 
120 -14.5007 0.7235 -0.0985 
130 -25.1046 0.4363 -0.0741 
135 -34.0185 0.2941 -0.0563 
 
5.4 Three-terminal Transmission Line Example Test System 
The three-terminal line example test system is partially illustrated in Figure 5.11. 
The line of interest is a 500kV, 4330 MVA three-terminal transmission line. The lengths 
of branch 1 (A1-T), branch 2 (A2-T) and branch 3 (A3-T) are shown in the figure. Here 
three phase voltage and current measurements are installed at all three terminals of the 
transmission line (A1, A2 and A3). The rest of the network is not shown. The sequence 
parameters of the transmission line are shown in Table 5.1. The tower structure and R, L 
and C matrices of the transmission line are the same as those in Chapter 4 (in Figure 4.2 
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and Table 4.2). A number of events have been simulated and the results have been stored 
in COMTRADE files, with standard 4800 samples/second according to IEC 61850-9-
2LE standard.  
 
Figure 5.11.  500kV, three-terminal line example test system 
 
5.5 Legacy Fault Locating Schemes of Three-terminal Transmission 
Lines 
We assumed that legacy fundamental frequency phasor based fault locating schemes 
are applied to this line to estimate the location of the fault. The legacy method first 
estimates the branch that the fault locates in, and next finds the location of the fault inside 
that specific branch. It simply estimates the voltage phasor at tap T from the terminal 
voltage and current phasors of two healthy branches; the branch with fault is the branch 
which has different estimation of the voltage phasor at tap T. Afterwards, the three-
terminal line fault locating problem is equivalently transferred into a two-terminal line 
fault locating problem. Similarly as in section 5.2, single-ended and dual-ended methods 
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Table 5.7.  Fault locating error of bolt phase A to N faults, variable fault location in 
Branch 1 (in miles) 
Fault Location Single-Ended Dual-Ended EBFL 
1 0.2303 0.0309 -0.0839 
10 0.0773 0.0496 -0.1329 
20 0.1623 0.1726 -0.1872 
30 0.2992 0.32 -0.2606 
40 0.4628 0.4735 -0.2875 
50 0.6561 0.6294 -0.2599 
60 0.8811 0.7847 -0.2106 
70 1.1368 0.9346 -0.15 
80 1.4244 1.076 -0.0757 
90 1.7476 1.2053 0.0137 
100 2.1047 1.3187 0.1177 
110 2.4959 1.4123 0.2293 
120 2.9239 1.4829 0.3333 
130 3.3876 1.527 0.4051 
135 3.8833 1.5412 0.4294 














Figure 5.12.  Fault locating results comparison, bolt phase A to neutral faults, 
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Figure 5.15.  Fault locating results comparison, impedance phase A to B faults, 10 
ohm fault impedance, variable fault location in Branch 1 
 
Table 5.10.  Fault locating error of impedance phase A to B faults, variable fault 
location in Branch 1 (in miles) 
Fault Location Single-Ended Dual-Ended EBFL 
1 -0.7752 0.4543 -0.1118 
10 -1.0836 0.4357 -0.0986 
20 -1.4742 0.4349 -0.0718 
30 -1.8722 0.4547 -0.0397 
40 -2.2799 0.4922 -0.0122 
50 -2.7008 0.544 0.0092 
60 -3.1389 0.6067 0.0252 
70 -3.5994 0.6764 0.0375 
80 -4.0889 0.7497 0.049 
90 -4.6159 0.8222 0.0606 
100 -5.1914 0.8902 0.074 
110 -5.8296 0.9498 0.0887 
120 -6.5491 0.9968 0.1032 
130 -7.3748 1.0275 0.1126 
135 -8.341 1.0377 0.1098 
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5.7 Summary of Proposed EBFL Scheme 
This chapter compares the performance of EBFL to legacy fault locating schemes. 
The proposed EBFL has the following advantages: (a) it uses a high-fidelity multi-
section transmission line dynamic model; (b) it utilizes instantaneous values (sampled 
values) instead of phasors enabling estimation of the fault location in the presence of 
transients, which is very important when the fault duration is short; (c) it demonstrates 
higher accuracy compared with legacy fault locating schemes; (d) the sampling rate it 
requires is relatively low (in this case 4.8 kilo-samples per second) and therefore it can be 




CHAPTER 6 Numerical Experiments of Transmission Line 
EBPI during Normal Operating Conditions 
This chapter describes the application on transmission line parameter identification 
(Dynamic State Estimation Based Parameter Identification, EBPI) during normal 
operating conditions. The reason for the parameter identification is to make sure high-
fidelity dynamic models for transmission line EBP and EBFL applications. Section 6.1 
introduced the interested parameters of transmission line EBPI; section 6.2 describes an 
example transmission line test system; section 6.3 demonstrates EBPI results; section 6.4 
concludes the proposed transmission line EBPI. 
6.1 Parameters of Interest in Transmission Line EBPI 
Traditional parameters for transmission lines could include series resistance ( 1R ), 
series inductance ( 1L ), shunt capacitance ( 1C ) and shunt conductance ( 1G ) matrices of 
the transmission line per mile. However, there are extensive entries inside these matrices 
and some of these entries are dependent on each other. Therefore, it is desirable to find 
parameters that are independent from each other. 
Here three parameters are selected based on the physical structure of the 
transmission line: the total length of the line ( l ), the average height of the phase 
conductors ( h ) and the average distance between phase conductors ( d ), as shown in 
Figure 6.1. These parameters could have approximate values based on physical 
measurements. However, transmission lines always have sags, which may cause the fact 
that these physically measured values may not be accurate. As shown in Figure 6.1, for 
example, the average height of phase conductors may be smaller than the height of phase 
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conductors measured at towers; the total length of the line may be longer than the length 
that is geographically measured; the distance between phase conductors could also be 
different compared to the distance between phase conductors measured at towers. Detail 
SCPQDMs of transmission line EBPI are provided in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 6.1.  Example tower structure of the transmission line 
 
6.2 Transmission Line Example Test System 
The transmission line example test system is partially illustrated in Figure 6.2. The 
full network used for the simulations is not shown. The line of interest (A1-A2) is a 
500kV, 135.22 mile-long, 4330 MVA transmission line. Three phase voltage and current 
measurements are installed at both terminals of the transmission line. The tower is the 
same as shown in Figure 6.1. Different combinations of the total length of the line, the 
distance between phase conductors and the height of phase conductors are considered. 
The simulation results (during normal operating conditions) have been stored in 
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COMTRADE files, with standard 4800 samples/second according to IEC 61850-9-2LE 
standard.  
 
Figure 6.2.  500kV transmission line example test system 
 
6.3 Calculation of Linearization Coefficients 
From Appendix C, the models are built based on linearization near the present 
parameters. This is because the mathematically relationship between the parameters ( l , h  
and d ) and the matrices ( 1R , 1L , 1C , and 1G ) series resistance, series inductance, shunt 
capacitance and shunt conductance) are highly nonlinear. In this section, examples of 
calculating linearization coefficients are introduced. 




Cα  and 
( )0h
Gα ,where 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0h hR h h= + ⋅ −R R α       (6.1) 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0h hL h h= + ⋅ −L L α      (6.2) 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0h hC h h= + ⋅ −C C α      (6.3) 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0h hG h h= + ⋅ −G G α      (6.4) 
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Therefore, select one 1h  (with corresponding matrices 
( )1
1
hR , ( )11
hL , ( )11
hC , ( )11
hG ) 
that is near the initial value 0h  (with corresponding matrices 
( )0
1
hR , ( )01
hL , ( )01
hC , ( )01
hG ) 
















R Rα              (6.5) 
( )








L Lα              (6.6) 
( )








C Cα              (6.7) 
( )








G Gα              (6.8) 
 




Cβ  and 
( )0d
Gβ ,where 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0d dR d d= + ⋅ −R R β       (6.9) 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0d dL d d= + ⋅ −L L β               (6.10) 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0d dC d d= + ⋅ −C C β               (6.11) 
( ) ( ) ( )0 01 1 0d dG d d= + ⋅ −G G β               (6.12) 
Therefore, select one 1d  (with corresponding matrices 
( )1
1
dR , ( )11
dL , ( )11
dC , ( )11
dG ) 
that is near the initial value 0d  (with corresponding matrices 
( )0
1
dR , ( )01
dL , ( )01
dC , ( )01
dG ) 




























L Lβ         (6.14) 
( )








C Cβ         (6.15) 
( )








G Gβ         (6.16) 
For example, here we calculate the linearization coefficient at height 0 100h =  feet 
and distance 0 40d =  feet. Select 1 110h =  feet and 1 30d =  feet. 
Matrices with h0 = 100 feet, d0 = 40 feet 
R1(100,40) = 
[0.104347590176    0.088583249026     0.088520253655    0.087708846378    0.087665381084 
 0.088583249026    0.104347590176     0.088583249026    0.087706865179    0.087706865179 
 0.088520253655    0.088583249026     0.104347590176    0.087665381084    0.087708846378 
 0.087708846378    0.087706865179     0.087665381084    2.356843656902    0.086821105107 
0.087665381084     0.087706865179     0.087708846378    0.086821105107     2.356843656902] 
/1609.344  ohm/m 
 
L1(100,40) = 
[0.002787891873    0.001385703060    0.001162707720    0.001431639815    0.001213702381 
 0.001385703060    0.002787891873    0.001385703060    0.001411874608    0.001411874608 
 0.001162707720    0.001385703060    0.002787891873    0.001213702381    0.001431639815 
 0.001431639815    0.001411874608    0.001213702381    0.005546572070    0.001360715345 
 0.001213702381    0.001411874608    0.001431639815    0.001360715345    0.005546572070] 




C1(100,40)  = 
[0.008673213756 -0.001702280372 -0.000570448536    -0.001271058847   -0.000467020645 
-0.001702280372  0.009188610795 -0.001702280372    -0.001041558379   -0.001041558379 
-0.000570448536 -0.001702280372  0.008673213756    -0.000467020645   -0.001271058847 
-0.001271058847 -0.001041558379 -0.000467020645     0.005506436407   -0.000597139505 
-0.000467020645 -0.001041558379 -0.001271058847    -0.000597139505    0.005506436407] 
/1609.344  uF/ m 
 
G1(100,40) = 
[0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000]   mho/m 
 
Matrices with h = 110 feet, d0 = 40 feet: 
R1(110,40) =  
[0.103750690896    0.087987262362    0.087926935707    0.087416782473    0.087374196810 
 0.087987262362    0.103750690896    0.087987262362     0.087414841703    0.087414841703 
 0.087926935707    0.087987262362    0.103750690896     0.087374196810    0.087416782473 
 0.087416782473    0.087414841703    0.087374196810     2.356843656902    0.086821105107 
 0.087374196810    0.087414841703    0.087416782473     0.086821105107    2.356843656902] 





[0.002789794873    0.001387605846    0.001164609867    0.001517071845    0.001232567659 
 0.001387605846    0.002789794873     0.001387605846    0.001484947578    0.001484947578 
 0.001164609867    0.001387605846     0.002789794873    0.001232567659    0.001517071845 
 0.001517071845    0.001484947578     0.001232567659    0.005546572070    0.001360715345 
 0.001232567659    0.001484947578     0.001517071845    0.001360715345    0.005546572070] 
/1609.344  H/m 
 
C1(110,40)= 
[0.008718638097 -0.001646366405    -0.000583065500   -0.001526953216   -0.000455366401 
-0.001646366405  0.009293927180    -0.001646366405   -0.001240030942   -0.001240030942 
-0.000583065500 -0.001646366405     0.008718638097   -0.000455366401   -0.001526953216 
-0.001526953216 -0.001240030942    -0.000455366401    0.005666947543   -0.000490141322 
-0.000455366401 -0.001240030942    -0.001526953216   -0.000490141322    0.005666947543] 
/1609.344  uF/m 
 
G1(110,40)= 
[0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000]   mho/m 
 
Matrices with h0 = 100 feet, d = 30 feet 
R1(100,30)  = 
[0.104347590176   0.088592486771     0.088556927835    0.087712066960     0.087679430362 
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 0.088592486771   0.104347590176     0.088592486771    0.087706865178     0.087706865179 
 0.088556927835   0.088592486771     0.104347590176    0.087679430362     0.087712066960 
 0.087712066960   0.087706865178     0.087679430362    2.356843656902     0.086821105107 
 0.087679430362   0.087706865179     0.087712066960    0.086821105107     2.356843656902] 
/1609.344 ohm/m 
 
L1(100,30)  = 
[0.002787891873   0.001478270483     0.001255249151    0.001470057663     0.001257909658 
 0.001478270483   0.002787891873     0.001478270483     0.001411874608     0.001411874608 
 0.001255249151   0.001478270483     0.002787891873     0.001257909658     0.001470057663 
 0.001470057663   0.001411874608     0.001257909658     0.005546572070     0.001360715345 
 0.001257909658   0.001411874608     0.001470057663     0.001360715345     0.005546572070]  
/1609.344 H/m 
 
C1(100,30)  = 
[0.009012027914 -0.002110249121  -0.000744939125   -0.001333986086   -0.000498877545 
-0.002110249121   0.009550679371 -0.002110249121    -0.000938850151   -0.000938850151 
-0.000744939125 -0.002110249121   0.009012027914    -0.000498877545   -0.001333986086 
-0.001333986086 -0.000938850151  -0.000498877548     0.005523972166   -0.000581144150 
-0.000498877545 -0.000938850151  -0.001333986086    -0.000581144150   0.005523972166] 
/1609.344  uF/ m 
 
G1(100,30)  = 
[0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
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0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 
0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000]   mho/m 
 
Therefore, the linearization coefficients (at h0 = 100 feet, d0 = 40 feet) ( )0 0,h dRα , 
( )0 0,h d
Lα , 
( )0 0,h d
Cα , 
( )0 0,h d
Gα , 
( )0 0,h d
Rβ , ( )0 0
,h d
Lβ , 
( )0 0,h d
Cβ  and 
( )0 0,h d
Gβ  are calculated as 
follows. 
For ( )0 0,h dRα , 
( )0 0,h d
Lα , ( )0 0
,h d
Cα , 
( )0 0,h d
Gα , they are calculated by the value of (h0 = 100 
feet, d0 = 40 feet) and (h = 110 feet, d0 = 40 feet). 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 0 0
0 0
, , 110,40 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 110 100
h d h d
h d
R h h
− −= = =
− −
R R R Rα  
[-5.96899280 -5.95986664 -5.93317948 -2.92063905 -2.91184274 
 -5.95986664 -5.96899280 -5.95986664 -2.92023476 -2.92023476 
 -5.93317948 -5.95986664 -5.96899280 -2.91184274 -2.92063905 
 -2.92063905 -2.92023476 -2.91184274           0            0 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 0 0
0 0
, , 110,40 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 110 100
h d h d
h d
L h h
− −= = =
− −
L L L Lα  
 [0.01903000 0.01902786 0.01902147 0.85432030 0.18865278 
 0.01902786 0.01903000 0.01902786 0.73072970 0.73072970 
 0.01902147 0.01902786 0.01903000 0.18865278 0.85432030 
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 0.85432030 0.7307297 0.18865278          0            0 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 0 0
0 0
, , 110,40 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 110 100
h d h d
h d
C h h
− −= = =
− −
C C C Cα
 
[0.45424341  0.55913967 -0.12616964 -2.55894369  0.11654244 
 0.55913967  1.05316385  0.55913967 -1.98472563 -1.98472563 
-0.12616964  0.55913967  0.45424341  0.11654244 -2.55894369 
-2.55894369 -1.98472563  0.11654244  1.60511136  1.06998183 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 0 0
0 0
, , 110,40 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 110 100
h d h d
h d
G h h
− −= = =
− −
G G G Gα   
[ 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 




For ( )0 0,h dRβ , ( )0 0
,h d
Lβ , ( )0 0
,h d
Cβ  and ( )0 0
,h d
Gβ , they are calculated by the value of (h0 = 
100 feet, d0 = 40 feet) and (h0 = 100 feet, d = 30 feet). 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0
0 0
, , 100,30 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 30 40
h d h d
h d
R d d
− −= = =
− −
R R R Rβ   
[          0 -0.9237745 -3.6674180 -0.3220582 -1.4049278 
-0.9237745          0  -0.9237745           0           0 
-3.6674180 -0.9237745,           0  -1.4049278 -0.3220582 
-0.3220582          0  -1.4049278           0           0 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0
0 0
, , 100,30 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 30 40
h d h d
h d
L d d
− −= = =
− −
L L L Lβ   
[         0 -9.2567423 -9.2541431 -3.8417848 -4.4207277 
 -9.2567423         0  -9.2567423           0          0 
 -9.2541431 -9.2567423          0  -4.4207277 -3.8417848 
 -3.8417848         0  -4.4207277           0          0 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0
0 0
, , 100,30 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 30 40
h d h d
h d
C d d
− −= = =
− −
C C C Cβ   
[-3.38814158  4.07968749  1.74490589  0.62927239  0.31856900] 
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  4.07968749 -3.62068576  4.07968749 -1.02708228 -1.02708228] 
  1.74490589  4.07968749 -3.38814158  0.31856900  0.62927239] 
  0.62927239 -1.02708228  0.31856903 -0.17535759 -0.15995355] 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0
0 0
, , 100,30 100,40
, 1 1 1 1
1 0 30 40
h d h d
h d
G d d
− −= = =
− −
G G G Gβ   
[0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0]  mho/m2 
 
6.4 Simulation Results 
This section provides 4 groups of results. The first group shows the results with one 
parameter: the total length of the line l (model: based on Appendix C.1); the second 
group shows the results with one parameter: the average distance between phase 
conductors d (model: based on Appendix C.2); the third group shows the results with one 
parameter: average height of phase conductors h (model: based on Appendix C.3); the 
forth group shows the results with two parameters: length l and distance d (model: based 
on Appendix C.4); the fifth group shows the results with two parameters: length l and 
height h (model: based on Appendix C.5); the sixth group shows the results with two 
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Summary of Results, Group 1: 
From the above simulation results, we can conclude that, for the model with one 
parameter (length), the length parameter is estimated with very high accuracy, as shown 
in Table 6.1. As shown in the following table, the length parameter is estimated with very 
high accuracy. 












1 134.5 134.492736 - 0.007264 0.090 - 0.0054% 
2 136.5 136.491768 - 0.008232 0.090 - 0.0060% 
3 138.5 138.491166 - 0.008834 0.090 - 0.0064% 
4 140.5 140.489971 - 0.010029 0.090 - 0.0071% 
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Summary of Results, Group 2: 
From the above simulation results, we can conclude that, for the model with one 
parameter (distance), the distance parameter is estimated with very high accuracy, as 
shown in Table 6.2. 












1 40 39.949261 - 0.050739 0.135 - 0.127% 
2 38 37.960941 - 0.039059 0.130 - 0.103% 
3 36 35.959176 - 0.040824 0.121 - 0.113% 
4 34 33.955704 - 0.044296 0.118 - 0.130% 
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Summary of Results, Group 3: 
From the above simulation results, we can conclude that, for the model with one 
parameter (height), the height parameter is estimated with very large errors, as shown in 
Table 6.3. 












1 100 75.942546 - 24.057454 0.663 - 24.057% 
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Summary of Results, Group 4: 
From the above simulation results, we can conclude that, for the model with two 
parameters (length and distance), both the length parameter and the distance parameter 
are estimated with large errors, as shown in Table 6.4. 















1 135.22 40 164.671457 11.693279 - 29.451457 - 28.306721 
2 136.5 40 167.256981 10.921092 - 30.756981 - 29.078908 












1 0.712 0.787 - 21.780 % - 70.767 % 
2 0.715 0.772 - 22.533 % - 72.697 % 
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observe that the estimation of one parameter (length or distance) has a very good 
accuracy. However, there exist two following issues: 
(a) The estimation of height parameter (with or without other parameters such as 
length and distance, as shown in group 3, group 5, group 6 and group 7) has a large error; 
(b) The estimation of length parameter and distance parameter together (with or 
without the other parameter height, as shown in group 4 and group 7) has a large error. 
Table 6.5.  Conlusion of results, 7 groups 
Group 
Number 
Absolute Error percentage 
Length Distance Height 
1 < 0.001 % (Good accuracy) N/A N/A 
2 N/A < 0.15 % (Good accuracy) N/A 
3 N/A N/A > 20 % (Large error) 
4 > 20% (Large error) > 70 % (Large error) N/A 
5 < 0.001 % (Good accuracy) N/A > 20 % (Large error) 
6 N/A < 0.15 % (Good accuracy) > 20 % (Large error) 
7 > 20 % (Large error) > 70 % (Large error) > 20 % (Large error) 
The reasons of the above large errors are: (1) limited sensitivity of the height 
parameter; (2) distance parameter and length parameter are dependent on each other. 
Details proofs are provided in section 6.5. 
Also, notice that the measured distance between phase conductors has much less 
error than the total length of the line. Therefore, for the EBPI of the transmission line, the 
height of the phase conductors and the distance between phase conductors are selected as 
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The physical laws can be expressed as, 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){
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= + ⋅
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 + + ⋅ − + ⋅ − ⋅ 
 = − ⋅ − ⋅ + − − 
+ + ⋅ + + }d l⋅ ⋅
 (6.1) 
 
where l as the total length of the line, R1 and L1 as the actual positive-sequence 
resistance and inductance per mile (with height h and distance d), ( )0 0,1
h dR  and ( )0 0,1
h dL  as 
the original positive-sequence resistance and inductance per mile (with height h0 and 
distance d0), ( )0 0,h dRα  and 
( )0 0,h d
Lα  are positive sequence height linearization coefficients 
of resistance and inductance; ( )0 0,h dRβ  and 
( )0 0,h d
Lβ  are positive sequence distance 
linearization coefficients of resistance and inductance. 
 
The typical values of ( )0 0,1
h dR , ( )0 0,1
h dj Lω , ( )0 0,h dRα , 
( )0 0,h d
Ljωα , 
( )0 0,h d
Rβ  and 
( )0 0,h d
Ljωβ  
can be calculated from the corresponding matrices. For example, select h0 = 100 feet and 




h dR  = 
[0.104347590176    0.088583249026     0.088520253655    0.087708846378    0.087665381084 
 0.088583249026    0.104347590176     0.088583249026    0.087706865179    0.087706865179 
101 
 
 0.088520253655    0.088583249026     0.104347590176    0.087665381084    0.087708846378 
 0.087708846378    0.087706865179     0.087665381084    2.356843656902    0.086821105107 
0.087665381084     0.087706865179     0.087708846378    0.086821105107     2.356843656902] 




h dL  = 
[0.002787891873    0.001385703060    0.001162707720    0.001431639815    0.001213702381 
 0.001385703060    0.002787891873    0.001385703060    0.001411874608    0.001411874608 
 0.001162707720    0.001385703060    0.002787891873    0.001213702381    0.001431639815 
 0.001431639815    0.001411874608    0.001213702381    0.005546572070    0.001360715345 
 0.001213702381    0.001411874608    0.001431639815    0.001360715345    0.005546572070] 
/1609.344  H/m 
 
( )0 0,h d
R =α   
[-5.96899280 -5.95986664 -5.93317948 -2.92063905 -2.91184274 
 -5.95986664 -5.96899280 -5.95986664 -2.92023476 -2.92023476 
 -5.93317948 -5.95986664 -5.96899280 -2.91184274 -2.92063905 
 -2.92063905 -2.92023476 -2.91184274           0            0 
 -2.91184274 -2.92023476 -2.92063905           0            0] 
/1609.344/0.3048*10-5 ohm/m2 
 
( )0 0,h d
L =α   
[0.01903000 0.01902786 0.01902147 0.85432030 0.18865278 
 0.01902786 0.01903000 0.01902786 0.73072970 0.73072970 
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 0.01902147 0.01902786 0.01903000 0.18865278 0.85432030 
 0.85432030 0.7307297 0.18865278          0            0 
 0.18865278 0.7307297 0.85432030          0            0] 
/1609.344/0.3048*10-5 H/m2 
 
( )0 0,h d
R =β   
[          0 -0.9237745 -3.6674180 -0.3220582 -1.4049278 
-0.9237745          0  -0.9237745           0            0 
-3.6674180 -0.9237745,           0  -1.4049278 -0.3220582 
-0.3220582          0  -1.4049278           0            0 
-1.4049278          0  -0.3220582           0           0] 
/1609.344/0.3048*10-6ohm/m2 
 
( )0 0,h d
L =β   
[         0 -9.2567423 -9.2541431 -3.8417848  -4.4207277 
 -9.2567423         0  -9.2567423           0           0 
 -9.2541431 -9.2567423          0  -4.4207277 -3.8417848 
 -3.8417848         0  -4.4207277           0           0 
 -4.4207277         0  -3.8417848           0           0] 
/1609.344/0.3048*10-6 H/m2 
 
From the above matrices, we can calculate the value of ( )01R , 
( )0
1j Lω , Rα , Ljωα , 
Rβ  and Ljωβ : 
( )0 6
1 0.015785 /1609.344 9.8086 10  /R ohm m




1 120 0.0014765 /1609.344 3.4588 10  /j L j j ohm mω π
−≈ × = ×  
5 10 20.018022 /1609.344 / 0.3048 10 3.6740 10  /R ohm mα
− −= − × = − ×  
5 11 2120 0.00000427/1609.344 / 0.3048 10 3.2817 10  /Lj j j ohm mωα π
− −= × × = ×  
5 8 21.8383 /1609.344 / 0.3048 10 3.7476 10  /R ohm mβ
− −= × = ×  
5 5 2120 9.2559/1609.344 / 0.3048 10 7.1135 10  /Lj j j ohm mωβ π
− −= × × = ×  
 
Therefore, equation (6.1) can be rewritten by substituting above values, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) }
(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2
, , , , , ,
1 0 0 1 0 0
, , , ,
6 10 8
4 11
9.8086 10 3.6740 10 100 0.3048 3.7476 10 40 0.3048
3.4588 10 3.2817 10
h d h d h d h d h d h d
R R L L
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R L R L
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 = − ⋅ − ⋅ + − − 
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= × + × × × − × × ×
+ × − × × )
( ) ( )




10 11 8 5
6 4 10 11
8 5
4 88.971
100 0.3048 7.1135 10 40 0.3048
3.6740 10 3.2817 10 3.7476 10 7.1135 10
9.3629 10 5.2140 10 3.6740 10 3.2817 10
3.7476 10 7.1135 10
5.2148 10 3j
j





− − − −
− − − −
− −
− − °
× − × × ×
+ − × + × ⋅ + × + × ⋅ ⋅
= × − × + − × + × ⋅
+ × + × ⋅
= × + ( ) ( )10 174.90 5 89.970.6886 10 7.1135 10j je h e d l− ° − ° × ⋅ + × ⋅ ⋅ 
(6.2) 
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can satisfy the above equation. In other words, the parameter l and d are linearly 




This chapter introduces EBPI of transmission lines. Three parameters are selected 
based on the physical structure of the transmission line: the total length of the line, the 
average height of the phase conductors and the average distance between phase 
conductors. From the simulation results and the proofs, it can be concluded that: (a) the 
height parameter has limited sensitivity; and (b) the distance parameter and the length 
parameter are dependent on each other. Therefore, the preferable way for the parameter 
identification of transmission lines is to (a) physically measure the distance between 
phase conductors and the height of phase conductors; (b) generate series resistance, series 
inductance, shunt conductance and shunt capacitance matrices based on the above 
distance and height; and (c) estimate the length parameter of the line as the only 





CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Future Work Direction 
7.1 Conclusion 
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows. (1) A new transmission line 
Dynamic State Estimation Based Protection (EBP) scheme has been proposed. The new 
scheme is secure, reliable, more sensitive and faster than legacy protection functions. (2) 
A new transmission line Dynamic State Estimation Based Fault Locating (EBFL) 
scheme has been proposed. The new scheme is more accurate than traditional fault 
locating schemes. (3) A new transmission line Dynamic State Estimation Based 
Parameter Identification (EBPI) scheme during normal operating conditions has been 
proposed. The new scheme enables high-fidelity dynamic models for EBP and EBFL 
applications. (4) Accurate transmission line modeling by the introduction of SCPAQCF 
standard is accomplished, including EBP, EBFL and EBPI applications. Next, each 
contribution is explained in detail. 
The proposed EBP method has been compared to legacy protection functions for a 
series compensated transmission line (with two possible installations of relays). The 
proposed EBP scheme has the following advantages: (a) it simplifies the settings of the 
protection and does not need coordination with other protection functions; (b) it detects 
faults faster than legacy protection schemes (within sub-millisecond); (c) it is immune to 
current inversion due to SCs; and (d) it reliably detects high impedance faults. 
For the proposed transmission line fault locating (EBFL) method is compared to 
legacy fault locating schemes via a two-terminal transmission line and a three-terminal 
transmission line, respectively. The proposed EBFL has the following advantages: (a) it 
uses a high-fidelity multi-section transmission line dynamic model; (b) it utilizes 
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instantaneous values (sampled values) instead of phasors enabling estimation of the fault 
location in the presence of transients, which is very important when the fault duration is 
short; (c) it demonstrates higher accuracy compared with legacy fault locating schemes; 
(d) the sampling rate it requires is relatively low (in this case 4.8 kilo-samples per second) 
and therefore it can be used with existing instrumentation in substations. 
Third, for transmission line EBPI during normal operating conditions, three 
parameters are selected based on the physical structure of the transmission line: the total 
length of the line, the average height of the phase conductors and the average distance 
between phase conductors. It can be concluded that, the preferable way for the parameter 
identification of transmission lines is to (a) physically measure the distance between 
phase conductors and the height of phase conductors; (b) generate series resistance, series 
inductance, shunt conductance and shunt capacitance matrices based on the measured 
distance and height; and (c) estimate the length parameter of the line as the only 
parameter. This provides the high-fidelity three-phase physically based models for 
transmission lines. 
Finally, accurate transmission line modeling by the introduction of SCPAQCF 
standard has been accomplished. For EBP application, the modeling of transmission line 
without fault in SCPAQCF syntax has been completed and demonstrated. For EBFL 
application, the modeling of transmission line with fault in SCPAQCF syntax has been 
completed and demonstrated. For EBPI application, the modeling of transmission line 
with parameters during normal operating conditions in SCPAQCF syntax has been 




7.2 Future Work Directions 
The dissertation focuses on detecting faults in transmission lines and protecting 
transmission lines. The method is based on DSE. The thesis also addressed the related 
problems of fault locating and line parameter identification. The presented research can 
be extended to additional related problems. Details are provided as follows. 
First, the research can be extended to DC devices. In recent years, DC devices have 
demonstrated their advantages in certain applications. For example, the new High 
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission lines have fully-controlled power flow, are 
free of line to ground charging current, and are more economic beneficial when applied 
to long distance power transmission. However, most popular line protection and fault 
locating methods are based on AC systems and cannot be directly applied to HVDC lines. 
The proposed EBP/EBFL methods can be applied to solve the protection and fault 
locating problem in HVDC lines. 
Second, the present research does not addrees the issue of instrumentation errors 
which can compromise the operation of the EBP relay. Power system operates with high 
voltages and currents. In order to measure the voltages and currents of devices, 
instrumentation transformers such as CTs and VTs are utilized to transform the primary 
voltages/currents (several kA, several hundred kV) to a relatively low level (5A, 69V). 
The introduction of CTs and VTs brings both random and systematic errors. In practice, 
these errors always sacrifice the sensitivity of the protective relays and the accuracy of 
fault locating results. Therefore, for protection and fault locating applications, it will be 
advantageous to accurately model CTs and VTs and then integrate these models into the 
EBP/EBFL to improve the performance of the proposed EBP/EBFL method. 
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Third, I want to further investigate characteristics of different DSE methods. There 
exist many DSE methods, including but not limited to Unconstraint Weighted Least 
Square (UWLS), Constraint Weighted Least Square (CWLS), Extended Kalman Filter 
(EKF), Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) and Particle 
Filter (PF). Some of them may be computational efficient with fair accuracy and are 
suitable for time-sensitive applications (such as protection). Others may have better 
accuracy or convergence properties with relatively higher computational burden and are 
suitable for highly nonlinear applications (such as fault locating and parameter 
identification). Full investigation of their characteristics will benefit their applications in 
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Appendix A. SCPQDM of Transmission Lines for EBP 
This Appendix describes SCPQDMs of transmission lines for EBP application 
(without faults). For classic transmission lines (as shown in Figure A.1), a multi-section 
model is applied, where each section is a π-equivalent model, and the section number is 
chosen in such a way that the traveling length of electro-magnetic wave during one 
sampling interval is comparable to the length of each section. Also, for series 
compensated lines (as shown in Figure A.2), the overall SCPQDM of them can be 
generated by combining the SCPQDMs of the series capacitors (SCs) and the classic 
transmission line. The SCPQDM of π-equivalent model for each section and the 
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Figure A.2.  Series compensated multi-section transmission line model without fault 
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The variables in Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 are defined as follows. ( )ak ti  and ( )bk ti  
are three phase and neutral current vectors at each terminal of transmission line section k; 
( )k tv  and 1( )k t+v  are three phase and neutral voltage vectors at each terminal of 
transmission line section k; 1( )SC ti  and 2 ( )SC ti  are three phase current vectors at each 
terminal of SCs; 1( )SC tv  and 2 ( )SC tv  are three phase voltage vectors at each terminal of 
SCs.  
Next, the detailed SCPQDMs are introduced, including (a) section k, two-terminal 
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Table A.2.  Through variables of section k, transmission line model without fault 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
recall the definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and neutral current 









































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
( )( ) ( ) ( )kak k Lk
d tt t t
dt
= ⋅ + ⋅ +vi G v C i            (A.1) 
1
1
( )( ) ( ) ( )kbk k Lk
d tt t t
dt
+
+= ⋅ + ⋅ −
vi G v C i             (A.2) 
1
( )( ) ( ) ( ) Lkk k Lk
d tt t t
dt+
= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ i0 v v R i L                 (A.3) 
 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of transmission line section k are: 



















; 1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 
[ ]2 4 4eqx = −Y I I R ; [ ]2eqxd =D 0 0 L ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 
3eqx null=Y ; 3equ null=Y ; 3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc null=C ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 
3
i
eqpp null=F ; 3
i
eqxu null=F ; 3
i
equp null=F ; 3
i
eqxp null=F ; 
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Recall the definitions of 1( )SC ti  and 2 ( )SC ti : three phase current vectors at each 































































 =  
  
i . 
The series capacitors model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
1 1 2( ) ( ) ( )SC SC SC SC SCt t t= ⋅ − ⋅i C v C v            (A.4) 
2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )SC SC SC SC SCt t t= − ⋅ + ⋅i C v C v             (A.5) 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of SCs are: 
[ ]1 2( ) ( ) ( ) TSC SCt t t=x v v ; ( )t null=p ; ( )t null=u ; [ ]1 2( ) ( ) ( ) TSC SCt t t=i i i ; 









; 1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2eqx =Y 0 ; 
2eqxd =D 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3eqx null=Y ; 3equ null=Y ; 3eqp null=Y ; 
3eqc null=C ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ; 3iequp null=F ;
3
i
eqxp null=F ;  




Appendix B. SCPQDMs of Transmission Lines for EBFL 
This Appendix describes SCPQDMs of transmission lines for EBFL application, 
including a two-terminal transmission line integrated with a fault and a three-terminal 
transmission line integrated with a fault. For two-terminal transmission lines with a 
fault (as shown in Figure B.1), similar as in Appendix A, multi-section models are 
adopted for both the left and the right side part, with m and n sections respectively, where 
each section represents a π-equivalent short line model. For three-terminal transmission 
lines with a fault (as shown in Figure B.2), the model consists of three parts: a two-
terminal transmission line model with a fault (same as the model introduced in Figure B.1) 
and two multi-section transmission line models without faults (same as the classic 
transmission line model introduced in Appendix A), with section number m+n, p, and q, 
respectively. All section numbers are chosen in such a way that the traveling length of 
electro-magnetic wave during one sampling interval is comparable to the length of each 
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Figure B.2.  Model of three-terminal line with fault 
The variables in Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 are defined as follows. ( )1 ( )Lak ti  and 
( )1 ( )Lbk ti  are three phase and neutral current vectors at each terminal of section k, two-
terminal transmission line model with fault, left part; ( )1 ( )Rak ti  and 
( )1 ( )Rbk ti  are three 
phase and neutral current vectors at each terminal of section k, two-terminal transmission 
line model with fault, right part; 




k t+v  are three phase and neutral 
voltage vectors at each terminal of section k, two-terminal transmission line model with 




k t+v  are three phase and neutral voltage vectors at each 
terminal of section k, two-terminal transmission line model with fault, right part; ( ) ( )jak ti  
and ( ) ( )jbk ti  ( )2,  3j =  are three phase and neutral current vectors at each terminal of 
section k, two-terminal transmission line model without fault (branch 2 and 3); ( ) ( )jak tv  
and ( ) ( )jbk tv  ( )2,  3j =  are three phase and neutral voltage vectors at each terminal of 
section k, two-terminal transmission line model without fault (branch 2 and 3); ( )fl t  is 
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the distance between the left terminal of the line and the fault; 1l  is the total length of the 
two-terminal transmission line with fault; 2l  and 3l  are the total length of branch 2 and 3, 
respectively. 
For different fault types, the model of the fault is different. Therefore, the way of 
combining models between the left part and the right part inside the two-terminal multi-
section transmission line model is different. Specifically, the currents between the 
aforementioned left and the right part would satisfy: 
( ) ( )1 1
1( ) ( )
L R
type bm type at t= ⋅ + ⋅0 T i T i          (B.1) 
where typeT  is a matrix whose value and dimension correspond to different fault types, 
as shown in Table. B.1. 
 
Table B.1.  Values and dimension of matrix typeT  for different fault type 
Fault Type Value of matrix typeT  Dimension of matrix typeT  
A-N 
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0





 3 4×  
B-N 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1





 3 4×  
C-N 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0





 3 4×  
A-B 
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0









Table B.1. continued 
B-C 
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0





 3 4×  
C-A 
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0





 3 4×  
AB-N 
1 1 0 1




 2 4×  
BC-N 
0 1 1 1




 2 4×  
CA-N 
1 0 1 1




 2 4×  
ABC 
1 1 1 0




 2 4×  
ABC-N [ ]1 1 1 1  1 4×  
 
Next, the detailed SCPQDMs of each parts are introduced, including (a) section k, 
two-terminal transmission line model with fault, left part; (b) section k, two-terminal 
transmission line model with fault, right part; (c) section k, two-terminal transmission line 
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Table B.2. continued 
7 ( )11, ( )
L
k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 ( )1, ( )
L
vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
13 ( )1, ( )
L
vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
14 ( )1, ( )
L
vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
15 ( )1, ( )
L
vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
16 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
L
v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
17 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
L
v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
18 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
L
v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
19 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
L
v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
20 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
21 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
22 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
23 ( )1, ( )
L
Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
 
Table B.3.  Parameters of section k, two-terminal transmission line model with fault, 
left part 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )fl t  Length between the fault and left terminal of the line 
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Table B.4.  Through variables of section k, two-terminal transmission line model 
with fault, left part 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )1, ( )
L
ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 ( )1, ( )
L
ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 ( )1, ( )
L
ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 ( )1, ( )
L
ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 ( )1, ( )
L
bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 ( )1, ( )
L
bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 ( )1, ( )
L
bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 ( )1, ( )
L
bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )1 ( )LLk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 




v k t+y , and 
( )1 ( )LLk ty  are introduced states for quadratization; recall the 
definitions of ( )1 ( )Lak ti , 
( )1 ( )Lk tv , 




k t+v : three phase and neutral current 






































































































































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  








d tt t t
m m dt
= ⋅ + ⋅ +yG Ci y i          (B.1) 
( )
( )




11 1 11 1
1
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
L






+= ⋅ + ⋅ −
yG Ci y i              (B.2) 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )1
1 1 11 1
1
( )( ) ( ) ( )
L
L L L Lk
k k Lk
d tt t t
m m dt+
= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ yR L0 v v y               (B.3) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )L Lvk k ft t l t= − ⋅0 y v                 (B.4) 
( )
( ) ( )1 1
11 ( ) ( ) ( )
L L
k fv k t t l t++= − ⋅0 y v                  (B.5) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )L LLk Lk ft t l t= − ⋅0 y i                 (B.6) 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, two-terminal transmission 
line model with fault, left part are: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
TL L L L L L
k k Lk vk Lkv kt t t t t t t+ + =  x v v i y y y ; 















0 0 0 0













0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
;   











0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
; 3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 
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Table B.5. continued 
7 ( )11, ( )
R
k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 ( )1, ( )
R
vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
13 ( )1, ( )
R
vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
14 ( )1, ( )
R
vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
15 ( )1, ( )
R
vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )fl t , left terminal 
16 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
R
v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
17 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
R
v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
18 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
R
v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
19 ( )
( )1
1 , ( )
R
v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )fl t , right terminal 
20 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
21 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
22 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
23 ( )1, ( )
R
Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )fl t  
 
Table B.6. Parameters of section k, two-terminal transmission line model with fault, 
right part 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )fl t  Length between the fault and left terminal of the line 
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Table B.7.  Through variables of section k, two-terminal transmission line model 
with fault, right part 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )1, ( )
R
ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 ( )1, ( )
R
ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 ( )1, ( )
R
ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 ( )1, ( )
R
ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 ( )1, ( )
R
bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 ( )1, ( )
R
bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 ( )1, ( )
R
bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 ( )1, ( )
R
bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )1 ( )RLk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 




v k t+y , and 
( )1 ( )RLk ty  are introduced states for quadratization; recall the 
definitions of ( )1 ( )Rak ti , 
( )1 ( )Rk tv , 




k t+v : three phase and neutral current 








































































































































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
1 1
1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
R R
R R R Rk vk
ak k vk Lk
d t d tl lt t t t
n n n dt n dt
⋅ ⋅= ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ +v yG G C Ci v y i   (B.7) 








11 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
RR
v kR R R Rk
bk k Lkv k
d td tl lt t t t
n n n dt n dt
++
+ +
⋅ ⋅= ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ −
yvG G C Ci v y i   (B.8) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )1 1
1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
1
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
R R
R R R R Lk Lk
k k Lk Lk
d t d tl lt t t t
n n n dt n dt+
⋅ ⋅= − + + ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅i yR R L L0 v v i y   (B.9) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )R Rvk k ft t l t= − ⋅0 y v                 (B.10) 
( )
( ) ( )1 1
11 ( ) ( ) ( )
R R
k fv k t t l t++= − ⋅0 y v                  (B.11) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )R RLk Lk ft t l t= − ⋅0 y i                (B.12) 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, two-terminal transmission 
line model with fault, right part are: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
TR R R R R R
k k Lk vk Lkv kt t t t t t t+ + =  x v v i y y y ; 
( ) ( ) T1 1( ) ( ) ( )R Rak bkt t t =  i i i ; ( ) ( )ft l t=p ;  
1 1 4 1
1

























0 0 0 0
0 0 0
;  













0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
; 3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 



























t fault is exactly 
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Appendix C: SCPQDMs of Transmission Lines with Parameters during 
Normal Operating Conditions 
This Appendix describes SCPQDMs of transmission lines with parameters during 
normal operating conditions, for parameter identification application. As introduced in 
chapter 6, for an example tower structure provided in Figure C.1 the parameters of 
transmission lines include total length of the transmission line l, average distance 
between phase conductors d and average height of phase conductors h. Based on the 
combination among different parameters, here we are introducing 7 different kinds of 
models, including: (a) the model with the total length of the line as the only parameter; (b) 
the model with the average distance between phase conductors as the only parameter; (c) 
the model with the average height of phase conductors as the only parameter; (d) the 
model with the total length of the line and the average distance between phase conductors 
as two parameters; (e) the model with the total length of the line and the average height 
of phase conductors as two parameters; (f) the model with the average distance between 
phase conductors and the average height of phase conductors as two parameters; and (g) 
the model with the total length of the line, the average distance between phase conductors 
and the average height of phase conductors as three parameters. 
For the above 7 models, here multi-section transmission models are applied, where 
each section is a π-equivalent model. The section number is chosen in such a way that the 
traveling length of electro-magnetic wave during one sampling interval is comparable to 
the length of each section, as shown in Figure C.2. Any of the above 7 SCPQDMs can be 
formed by combining SCPQDMs of all sections together. Next, the SCPQDMs of section 
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Table C.1. continued 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
 
Table C.2.  Parameters of section k model with the total length of the line as the only 
parameter 
Index Variable Description 




Table C.3.  Through variables of section k model with the total length of the line as 
the only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , and ( )Lk ty  are introduced states for quadratization; recall the 
definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and neutral current and 




































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
1 1 ( )( ) ( ) ( )vkak vk Lk
d tt t t
n n dt










+= ⋅ + ⋅ −
yG Ci y i                   (C.2) 
1 1
1
( )( ) ( ) ( ) Lkk k Lk
d tt t t
n n dt+
= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ yR L0 v v y        (C.3) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t l t= − ⋅0 y v              (C.4) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t l t++= − ⋅0 y v                            (C.5) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t l t= − ⋅0 y i             (C.6) 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with the total length of the line as the only parameter are: 
( )1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lkv kt t t t t t t+ + =  x v v i y y y ;  













0 0 0 0













0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
;   











0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
; 3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ; 3iequp null=F ; 
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( ) ( )( )01 1 0G d t d= + ⋅ −G G β               (C.10) 
All states and through variables are defined in Table C.4, Table C.5 and Table C.6, 
respectively. 
Table C.4.  States of section k model with average distance between phase 
conductors as the only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )k av t  phase A voltage, left terminal 
1 , ( )k bv t  phase B voltage, left terminal 
2 , ( )k cv t  phase C voltage, left terminal 
3 , ( )k nv t  phase N voltage, left terminal 
4 1, ( )k av t+  phase A voltage, right terminal 
5 1, ( )k bv t+  phase B voltage, right terminal 
6 1, ( )k cv t+  phase C voltage, right terminal 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 




Table C.4. continued 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
 
Table C.5.  Parameters of section k model with average distance between phase 
conductors as the only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )d t  Average distance between phase conductors 
 
Table C.6.  Through variables of section k model average distance between phase 
conductors as the only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , and ( )Lk ty  are introduced states for quadratization; recall the 
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definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and neutral current and 


































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
( )( ) ( )( )0 01 0 1 0 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G CG k C vkak k vk Lk
d l d ll d t l d tt t t t
n n n dt n dt
− −
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
G β C ββ v β yi v y i (C.11) 
( )( )
( )
( )( ) ( )0 01 0 1 0 11
1 1
( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
G C v kG k C
bk k Lkv k
d l d l d tl d t lt t t t




= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ −
G β C β yβ v βi v y i (C.12) 
( )( ) ( )( )0 01 0 1 0
1
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
R L Lk LkR L
k k Lk Lk
d l d l d t d tl lt t t t
n n n dt n dt+
− −
= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
R β L β i yβ β0 v v i y (C.13) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t d t= − ⋅0 y v              (C.14) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t d t++= − ⋅0 y v                            (C.15) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t d t= − ⋅0 y i              (C.16) 
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The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with average distance between phase conductors as the only parameter are: 
( )1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lkv kt t t t t t t+ + =  x v v i y y y ; [ ]
















































0 0 0 0
0 0 0
;  










R β βY I I 0 0 ;  





















0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
; 3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 
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( ) ( )( )01 1 0C h t h= + ⋅ −C C α               (C.19) 
( ) ( )( )01 1 0G h t h= + ⋅ −G G α               (C.20) 
All states and through variables are defined in Table C.7, Table C.8 and Table C.9, 
respectively. 
Table C.7.  States of section k model with average height of phase conductors as the 
only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )k av t  phase A voltage, left terminal 
1 , ( )k bv t  phase B voltage, left terminal 
2 , ( )k cv t  phase C voltage, left terminal 
3 , ( )k nv t  phase N voltage, left terminal 
4 1, ( )k av t+  phase A voltage, right terminal 
5 1, ( )k bv t+  phase B voltage, right terminal 
6 1, ( )k cv t+  phase C voltage, right terminal 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
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Table C.7. continued 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
 
Table C.8.  Parameters of section k model with average height of phase conductors 
as the only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )d t  Average distance between phase conductors 
 
Table C.9.  Through variables of section k model with average height of phase 
conductors as the only parameter 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 




Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , and ( )Lk ty  are introduced states for quadratization; recall the 
definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and neutral current and 


































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
( )( ) ( )( )0 01 0 1 0 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G CG k C vkak k vk Lk
h l h ll d t l d tt t t t
n n n dt n dt
− −
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
G α C αα v α yi v y i (C.21) 
( )( )
( )
( )( ) ( )0 01 0 1 0 11
1 1
( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
G C v kG k C
bk k Lkv k
h l h l d tl d t lt t t t




= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ −
G α C α yα v αi v y i (C.22) 
( )( ) ( )( )0 01 0 1 0
1
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
R L Lk LkR L
k k Lk Lk
h l h l d t d tl lt t t t
n n n dt n dt+
− −
= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
R α L α i yα α0 v v i y (C.23) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t h t= − ⋅0 y v              (C.24) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t h t++= − ⋅0 y v                            (C.25) 
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( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t h t= − ⋅0 y i              (C.26) 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with average distance between phase conductors as the only parameter are: 
( )1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lkv kt t t t t t t+ + =  x v v i y y y ; [ ]
T( ) ( ) ( )ak bkt t t=i i i ; 
















































0 0 0 0
0 0 0
;  










R α αY I I 0 0 ;  





















0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
; 3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 
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( ) ( )( )01 1 0G d t d= + ⋅ −G G β               (C.30) 
All states and through variables are defined in Table C.10, Table C.11 and Table 
C.12, respectively. 
 
Table C.10.  States of section k model with the total length of the line and the 
average distance between phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )k av t  phase A voltage, left terminal 
1 , ( )k bv t  phase B voltage, left terminal 
2 , ( )k cv t  phase C voltage, left terminal 
3 , ( )k nv t  phase N voltage, left terminal 
4 1, ( )k av t+  phase A voltage, right terminal 
5 1, ( )k bv t+  phase B voltage, right terminal 
6 1, ( )k cv t+  phase C voltage, right terminal 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
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Table C.10. continued 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
24 , ( )vk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
25 , ( )vk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
26 , ( )vk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
27 , ( )vk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
28 ( )1 , ( )v k az t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
29 ( )1 , ( )v k bz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
30 ( )1 , ( )v k cz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
31 ( )1 , ( )v k nz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
32 , ( )Lk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )d t  
33 , ( )Lk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )d t  
34 , ( )Lk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )d t  
35 , ( )Lk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 





Table C.11.  Parameters of section k model with the total length of the line and the 
average distance between phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )l t  Total length of the line 
0 ( )d t  Average distance between phase conductors 
 
Table C.12.  Through variables of section k model with the total length of the line 
and the average distance between phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , ( )Lk ty , ( )vk tz , ( )1 ( )v k t+z , and ( )Lk tz are introduced states for 
quadratization; recall the definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and 





























































































































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
( ) ( )0 0
1 0 1 0 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G G C vk C vkak vk vk Lk
d d d t d tt t t t
n n n dt n dt
− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +G β β C β y β zi y z i (C.31) 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
0 0
1 11 0 1 0
1 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v k v kG G C Cbk Lkv k v k
d t d td dt t t t
n n n dt n dt
+ +
+ +
− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + −
y zG β β C β βi y z i (C.32) 
( ) ( )0 0
1 0 1 0
1
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R L Lk LkR Lk k Lk Lk
d d d t d tt t t t
n n n dt n dt+
− −= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅R β L β y zβ β0 v v y z (C.33) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t l t= − ⋅0 y v            (C.34) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t l t++= − ⋅0 y v                          (C.35) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t l t= − ⋅0 y i           (C.36) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk vkt t d t= − ⋅0 z y           (C.37) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )v k v kt t d t+ += − ⋅0 z y                           (C.38) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t d t= − ⋅0 z y           (C.39) 
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The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with the total length of the line and the average distance between phase conductors as 
parameters are: 
( ) ( )1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lk vk Lkv k v kt t t t t t t t t t+ + + =  x v v i y y y z z z ;  
























0 0 0 0 0 0
























0 0 0 0 0 0 0









 −= − 
 








 −==  
 

























0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; 
3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
3 [2][ ]: 1,    0    13 ~ 24
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F ,  
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1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 
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( ) ( )( )01 1 0G h t h= + ⋅ −G G α               (C.43) 
All states and through variables are defined in Table C.13, Table C.14 and Table 
C.15, respectively. 
 
Table C.13.  States of section k model with the total length of the line and the 
average height of phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )k av t  phase A voltage, left terminal 
1 , ( )k bv t  phase B voltage, left terminal 
2 , ( )k cv t  phase C voltage, left terminal 
3 , ( )k nv t  phase N voltage, left terminal 
4 1, ( )k av t+  phase A voltage, right terminal 
5 1, ( )k bv t+  phase B voltage, right terminal 
6 1, ( )k cv t+  phase C voltage, right terminal 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
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Table C.13. continued 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
24 , ( )vk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
25 , ( )vk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
26 , ( )vk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
27 , ( )vk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
28 ( )1 , ( )v k az t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
29 ( )1 , ( )v k bz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
30 ( )1 , ( )v k cz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
31 ( )1 , ( )v k nz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
32 , ( )Lk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
33 , ( )Lk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
34 , ( )Lk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
35 , ( )Lk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 




Table C.14.  Parameters of section k model with the total length of the line and the 
average height of phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )l t  Total length of the line 
0 ( )h t  Average height of phase conductors 
 
Table C.15.  Through variables of section k model with the total length of the line 
and the average height of phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , ( )Lk ty , ( )vk tz , ( )1 ( )v k t+z , and ( )Lk tz are introduced states for 
quadratization; recall the definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and 





























































































































































































































































































































The transmission line section k model can be formulated in compact form as follows:  
( ) ( )0 0
1 0 1 0 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G G C vk C vkak vk vk Lk
h h d t d tt t t t
n n n dt n dt
− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +G α α C α y α zi y z i (C.44) 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
0 0
1 11 0 1 0
1 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v k v kG G C Cbk Lkv k v k
d t d th ht t t t
n n n dt n dt
+ +
+ +
− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + −
y zG α α C α αi y z i (C.45) 
( ) ( )0 0
1 0 1 0
1
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R L Lk LkR Lk k Lk Lk
h h d t d tt t t t
n n n dt n dt+
− −= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅R α L α y zα α0 v v y z (C.46) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t l t= − ⋅0 y v            (C.47) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t l t++= − ⋅0 y v                          (C.48) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t l t= − ⋅0 y i           (C.49) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk vkt t h t= − ⋅0 z y           (C.50) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )v k v kt t h t+ += − ⋅0 z y                           (C.51) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t h t= − ⋅0 z y           (C.52) 
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The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with the total length of the line and the average height of phase conductors as parameters 
are: 
( ) ( )1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lk vk Lkv k v kt t t t t t t t t t+ + + =  x v v i y y y z z z ;  
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; 
3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
3 [2][ ]: 1,    0    13 ~ 24
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F ,  
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1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 
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( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0L Lh t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −L L α β                (C.54) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0C Ch t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −C C α β                (C.55) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0G Gh t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −G G α β                 (C.56) 
All states and through variables are defined in Table C.16, Table C.17 and Table 
C.18, respectively. 
 
Table C.16.  States of section k model with the average distance between phase 
conductors and the average height of phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )k av t  phase A voltage, left terminal 
1 , ( )k bv t  phase B voltage, left terminal 
2 , ( )k cv t  phase C voltage, left terminal 
3 , ( )k nv t  phase N voltage, left terminal 
4 1, ( )k av t+  phase A voltage, right terminal 
5 1, ( )k bv t+  phase B voltage, right terminal 
6 1, ( )k cv t+  phase C voltage, right terminal 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )d t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
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Table C.16. continued 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )d t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )d t  
24 , ( )vk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
25 , ( )vk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
26 , ( )vk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
27 , ( )vk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )h t , left terminal 
28 ( )1 , ( )v k az t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
29 ( )1 , ( )v k bz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
30 ( )1 , ( )v k cz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
31 ( )1 , ( )v k nz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )h t , right terminal 
32 , ( )Lk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
33 , ( )Lk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
34 , ( )Lk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )h t  
35 , ( )Lk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 





Table C.17.  Parameters of section k model with the average distance between phase 
conductors and the average height of phase conductors as two parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )d t  Average distance between phase conductors 
0 ( )h t  Average height of phase conductors 
 
Table C.18.  Through variables of section k model with the average distance 
between phase conductors and the average height of phase conductors as two 
parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , ( )Lk ty , ( )vk tz , ( )1 ( )v k t+z , and ( )Lk tz are introduced states for 
quadratization; recall the definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 1( )k t+v : three phase and 




































































































































































































































































































































( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
G G G G
ak k vk vk
C C k C vk C vk
Lk
h d l l lt t t t
n n n
h d l d t l d t l d t t
n dt n dt n dt
− −
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
− −
+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
G α β β αi v y z
C α β v β y α z i
     (C.57) 
( )( )
( ) ( )





1 0 0 1 11
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
G G G G
bk k v k v k
C C v k v kk C C
Lk
h d l l lt t t t
n n n
h d l d t d td t l l t




= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
− −
+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ −
G α β β αi v y z









( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
R R R R
k k Lk Lk Lk
L L Lk Lk LkL L
h d l l lt t t t t
n n n
h d l d t d t d tl l
n dt n dt n dt
+
− −
= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
− −
+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
R α β β α0 v v i y z
L α β i y zβ α
     (C.59) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t d t= − ⋅0 y v              (C.60) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t d t++= − ⋅0 y v                            (C.61) 
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( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t d t= − ⋅0 y i              (C.62) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t h t= − ⋅0 z v              (C.63) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t h t++= − ⋅0 z v                            (C.64) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t h t= − ⋅0 z i              (C.65) 
 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with the average distance between phase conductors and the average height of phase 
conductors as parameters are: 
( ) ( )1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lk vk Lkv k v kt t t t t t t t t t+ + + =  x v v i y y y z z z ;  









G G G G
eqx
G G G G
h d l l l
n n n




 =  
− − 
−  
G α β β αI
Y
G α β β αI
0 0 0 0 0








C C C C
eqxd
C C C C
h d l l l
n n n




 =  
− − 
  
C α β β α
D
C α β β α
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
;  
( )( )01 0 0
2 4 4
R R R R
eqx






R α β β αY I I 0 0 0 0 ; 
( )( )01 0 0
2
L L L L
eqxd

































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; 
3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
3 [2][ 12]: 1,    0    13 ~ 24
i
eqpx eq if others are for i− = − =F ,  
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 
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1G  and 
( )0
1C ). 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0R Rh t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −R R α β                 (C.66) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0L Lh t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −L L α β                (C.67) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0C Ch t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −C C α β                (C.68) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )01 1 0 0G Gh t h d t d= + ⋅ − + ⋅ −G G α β                 (C.69) 
All states and through variables are defined in Table C.19, Table C.20 and Table 
C.21, respectively. 
Table C.19.  States of section k model with the length, the average distance between 
phase conductors and the average height of phase conductors as three parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )k av t  phase A voltage, left terminal 
1 , ( )k bv t  phase B voltage, left terminal 
2 , ( )k cv t  phase C voltage, left terminal 
3 , ( )k nv t  phase N voltage, left terminal 
4 1, ( )k av t+  phase A voltage, right terminal 
5 1, ( )k bv t+  phase B voltage, right terminal 
6 1, ( )k cv t+  phase C voltage, right terminal 
7 1, ( )k nv t+  phase N voltage, right terminal 
8 , ( )Lk ai t  phase A current through inductance 
9 , ( )Lk bi t  phase B current through inductance 
10 , ( )Lk ci t  phase C current through inductance 
11 , ( )Lk ni t  phase N current through inductance 
12 , ( )vk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
13 , ( )vk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 




Table C.19. continued 
14 , ( )vk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
15 , ( )vk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , left terminal 
16 ( )1 , ( )v k ay t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
17 ( )1 , ( )v k by t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
18 ( )1 , ( )v k cy t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
19 ( )1 , ( )v k ny t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t , right terminal 
20 , ( )Lk ay t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
21 , ( )Lk by t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
22 , ( )Lk cy t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
23 , ( )Lk ny t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )l t  
24 , ( )vk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
25 , ( )vk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
26 , ( )vk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
27 , ( )vk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , left terminal 
28 ( )1 , ( )v k az t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
29 ( )1 , ( )v k bz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
30 ( )1 , ( )v k cz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
31 ( )1 , ( )v k nz t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )d t , right terminal 
32 , ( )Lk az t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )d t  
33 , ( )Lk bz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 




Table C.19. continued 
34 , ( )Lk cz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )d t  
35 , ( )Lk nz t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )d t  
36 , ( )vk aw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
37 , ( )vk bw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
38 , ( )vk cw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
39 , ( )vk nw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , left terminal 
40 ( )1 , ( )v k aw t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
41 ( )1 , ( )v k bw t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
42 ( )1 , ( )v k cw t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
43 ( )1 , ( )v k nw t+  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N voltage times 
( )l t  times ( )h t , right terminal 
44 , ( )Lk aw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase A current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
45 , ( )Lk bw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase B current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
46 , ( )Lk cw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase C current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
47 , ( )Lk nw t  
Introduced state for quadratization, phase N current through 
inductance times ( )l t  times ( )h t  
 
Table C.20.  Parameters of section k model with the length, the average distance 
between phase conductors and the average height of phase conductors as three 
parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 ( )d t  Average distance between phase conductors 





Table C.21.  Through variables of section k model with the length, the average 
distance between phase conductors and the average height of phase conductors as 
three parameters 
Index Variable Description 
0 , ( )ak ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
1 , ( )ak bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
2 , ( )ak ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
3 , ( )ak ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
4 , ( )bk ai t  phase A current, left terminal 
5 , ( )bk bi t  phase B current, left terminal 
6 , ( )bk ci t  phase C current, left terminal 
7 , ( )bk ni t  phase N current, left terminal 
 
Define ( )Lk ti  as the three phase and neutral current through the series inductance; 
( )vk ty , ( )1 ( )v k t+y , ( )Lk ty , ( )vk tz , ( )1 ( )v k t+z , ( )Lk tz , ( )vk tw , ( )1 ( )v k t+w , and ( )Lk tw are 
introduced states for quadratization; recall the definitions of ( )ak ti , ( )k tv , ( )bk ti  and 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
G G G G
ak vk vk vk
C C vk C vk C vk
Lk
h dt t t t
n n n
h d d t d t d t t
n dt n dt n dt
− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
− −+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
G α β β αi y z w
C α β y β z α w i
     (C.70) 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )





1 1 11 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
G G G G
bk v k v k v k
v k v k v kC C C C
Lk
h dt t t t
n n n
d t d t d th d t
n dt n dt n dt
+ + +
+ + +
− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
− −+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ −
G α β β αi y z w









( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
R R R R
k k Lk Lk Lk
L L Lk Lk LkL L
h dt t t t t
n n n
h d d t d t d tl l
n dt n dt n dt
+
− −= − + + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
− −+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅
R α β β α0 v v y z w
L α β y z wβ α
     (C.72) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk kt t l t= − ⋅0 y v               (C.73) 
( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( )kv k t t l t++= − ⋅0 y v                            (C.74) 
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( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t l t= − ⋅0 y i              (C.75) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk vkt t d t= − ⋅0 z y              (C.76) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )v k v kt t d t+ += − ⋅0 z y                             (C.77) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t d t= − ⋅0 z y              (C.78) 
( ) ( ) ( )vk vkt t h t= − ⋅0 w y              (C.79) 
( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( )v k v kt t h t+ += − ⋅0 w y                             (C.80) 
( ) ( ) ( )Lk Lkt t h t= − ⋅0 w y              (C.81) 
 
The matrices corresponding to the SCPQDM of section k, transmission line model 
with the total length of the line, the average distance between phase conductors and the 
average height of phase conductors as parameters are: 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
k k Lk vk Lk vk Lk vk Lkv k v k v kt t t t t t t t t t t t t+ + + + = x v v i y y y z z z w w w ;  









G G G G
eqx








 − −− 
 
G α β β αI
Y
G α β β αI
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0








C C C C
eqxd











C α β β α
D
C α β β α
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0











 − −= − 
 








 − −==  
 


































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; 
3 [1][ ]: 1,    0    1 ~ 12
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
3 [2][ ]: 1,    0    13 ~ 24
i
eqpx eq if others are for i= − =F , ; 
3 [3][ 12]: 1,    0    25 ~ 36
i
eqpx eq if others are for i− = − =F , ; 
1equ null=Y ; 1eqp null=Y ; 1eqc =C 0 ; 2equ null=Y ; 2eqp null=Y ; 2eqc =C 0 ; 3equ null=Y ; 
3eqp null=Y ; 3eqc =C 0 ; 3ieqxx null=F ; 3iequu null=F ; 3ieqpp null=F ; 3ieqxu null=F ;
3
i
equp null=F ; 




Appendix D: Quadratic Integration 
When solving algebraic and differential equations, we need to eliminate the 
differential terms (using some integration methods) so that the original equations can be 
converted into pure algebraic equations. In this dissertation, the quadratic integration 
method [36] is adopted. This method assumes that the curve under integration varies 
quadratically within the integration time window. 
For example, as depicted in Figure D.1. The integration time window is [ , ]t h t− . 
Traditional trapezoidal integration method assumes that the curve varies linearly, and 
calculates the integration results based on ( )x t  and ( )x t h− . Quadratic integration 
calculates the integration results based on ( )x t , ( )mx t  and ( )x t h−  (with an additional 
value ( )mx t , where / 2mt t h= − ), which improves the accuracy and numerical stability 




( )x t h−







Figure D.1.  Quadratic integration method 
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From Figure D.1, the red curve is a quadratic curve during the interval [ , ]t h t− . 
Therefore, the curve satisfies the following function: 
2( )x a b cτ τ τ= + +           (D.1) 
Also, the above curve passes 3 points: ( )( ), ( )t h x t h− − , ( ), ( )m mt x t , and ( ),  ( )t x t , 
that means: 
( )2at bt c x t+ + =  
( )2at bt c x t+ + =           (D.2) 
( )2( / 2) ( / 2) ma t h b t h c x t− + − + =           (D.3) 
( )2( ) ( )a t h b t h c x t h− + − + = −        (D.4) 
We can therefore calculate the corresponding coefficients of the quadratic curve, 
( ) ( ) ( )( )2
2 2 ma x t x t x t hh
= − − − −         (D.5) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 3 1 22 2
2 2m m
tb x t x t x t h x t x t x t h
h h
 = − + − + − − − 
 
          (D.6) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
2
2
24 3 2m m
t tc x t x t x t x t h x t x t x t h
h h
= + − − − − − − −        (D.7) 
 
For the integration of ( )x t  from [ , ]t h t− , 
3 2 2 2 3 21 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )




x t dt at bt ct a t h th h b th h ch
t h−
= + + = − + + − +
−
   
（ ）     (D.8) 
By substituting (D.5), (D.6) and (D.7), we have, 




x t dt hx t hx t hx t h
−




Similarly, for the integration of ( )x t  from [ , ]mt h t− , 
3 2 2 2 3 22 1 1 1 3 7 1 3( ) ( ) ( )2
3 2 2 4 24 2 8 2
ht
t h





= + + = − + + − +
−
 （ ） (D.10) 
By substituting (D.5), (D.6) and (D.7), we have, 




x t dt hx t hx t hx t h
−
−




Appendix E: Validation of Multi-section Transmission Line Model 
This Appendix provides a comparison between the multi-section transmission line 
model and the fully distributed, frequency dependent line model [46]. Because of space 
limitations, the comparison is limited to an energization event. The test system consists of 
a source, a line and a load as shown in Figure E.1. The line is modelled with the multi-
section model in one case and with the distributed, frequency dependent model in the 
other case. The results during line energization for both cases are shown for the period 0 
seconds to 2 milli-seconds.  
 
Figure E.1.  Example test system for multi-section transmission line model 
validation 
 
The currents at the output of the source and the voltages at the middle point of the 
transmission line, for both cases, are depicted in Figure. E.2 and Figure E.3. It can be 
observed that the currents have the maximum difference of less than 1.3% while the 
voltages have the maximum difference of less than 2%. It is concluded that even for this 
severe transient event, the accuracy of the model is very good as compared to the 







Figure E.2.  Simulation results: currents at the output of the source, multi-section 
model, fully distributed model and their differences 
 
 
Figure E.3.  Simulation results: voltages at the midpoint of the line, multi-section 
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